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In this Issue
Like most of our issues, this one deals with the design of HP products â€” in
this printers. HP's ThinkJet family of portable thermal ink-jet printers. The
ThinkJet Printer was an instant market success. It has the speed, reliability,
and low cost of a conventional dot matrix printer, but is quieter and smaller,
has better print quality, and is battery powered and easily portable. Unlike
| most design stories, however, the ThinkJet story has an important extra
element: a new technology was involved. Thermal ink-jet printing â€” boiling
ink to as it spit out of a hole and make dots on paper â€” was, so far as
anyone at HP knew at the time, the original idea of John Vaught of HewlettPackard excitement The great potential of this new idea infused the project with an excitement
that carried through the many months of research and development that were needed to take
the idea from primitive prototypes to a commercially successful product. There was a midcourse
shock in the sudden discovery that Canon, Inc. had had the thermal ink-jet idea earlier, a dilemma
resolved by the signing of a technology exchange agreement between the two companies. In the
article giving page 4, Niels Nielsen recalls some of the milestones in the development process, giving
us an idea of what it was like to be there. Early on, knowledge had to be acquired about the
physics of thermal ink jets so the design could be based on a thorough understanding of the
phenomenon. This research is the subject of the report on page 21. The thin-film structure and
the orifice plate of the ThinkJet printhead are described in the articles on pages 27 and 33,
including the ingenious method of making the orifice plates by plating metal onto a mandrel and
then page off the ultrathin finished plates. The article on page 1 1 describes the ThinkJet Printer
family thermal the design of the inexpensive printing mechanism that carries the thermal ink-jet
printhead. In his Viewpoints article on page 38, Frank Cloutier gives us a management perspective
on the control project, providing insight into the guidance and control that are needed to keep
another "breakthrough technology" from becoming just another commercial failure. Our cover is
a closeup view of the orifice plate.
Credit outstanding pulling this issue together goes to Associate Editor Ken Shaw, who did an outstanding
job of coordinating the efforts of authors at HP Laboratories in Palo Alto, California and the HP
Divisions at Vancouver, Washington, Corvallis, Oregon, and San Diego, California.
-R. P. Do/an

What's Ahead
In the June issue, native language support for the HP 3000 Computer will be the subject of
one article, and six articles will cover the mechanical and electrical design of the HP 2563A,
2565A, and 2566A Line Printers, a family of dot matrix impact printers with speeds of 300, 600,
and 900 lines per minute.
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History of ThinkJet Printhead
Development
The principle was simple: ejecting a minute droplet of ink
by momentarily boiling the ink. Applying it to the design of
a commercially viable disposable ink-jet printhead required
clever and persistent engineering.
by Niels J. Nielsen
(SING THERMAL EXCITATION to eject droplets of
I ink through tiny orifices to print text was first proâ€¢+J posed within Hewlett-Packard by John Vaught of
HP Laboratories. The first embodiment of this simple con
cept at HP's Corvallis Division (see box on page 7} marked
the beginning of the development of a high-quality ink-jet
printhead that could be manufactured in quantities large
enough to support the projected demand. This device â€”
constructed shortly after a new portable thermal printer
product investigation began â€” featured an orifice plate
made from a piece of thin brass shim stock in which a
single orifice was punched by hand, using a sewing
machine needle borrowed from an engineer's wife. This
orifice plate was aligned by hand over a conventional ther
mal printhead substrate and fastened in place with a thin
sheet of solid epoxy preform adhesive, which also served
to define the gap between the substrate and the orifice
plate. This simple printhead shot fountain pen ink several
inches through the air, much to the delight of all concerned,
and proved itself capable of eventually delivering enough
ink to black out the objective lens of the microscope used
to observe it in action.
Punching orifices in brass plates by hand was a hit-ormiss proposition and so was quickly replaced by laser drill
ing the orifices in thin sheets of ceramic material. A printhead of this type, manipulated by a graphics plotter as if
it were a plotter pen, produced the first text printed by a
ThinkJet printhead (Fig. 1). The letters were formed by
ejecting a continuous stream of droplets through the head's
single nozzle as the plotter moved the head to "draw" the
letters.

and high dot density difficult to achieve simultaneously.
This is because the combination of printhead scan speed
and resistor duty cycle must be juggled to ensure that
enough heat gets transferred from the printhead to the paper
to make the paper change color. Turning up the power
input to the printhead resistors to transfer this energy to
the paper faster (thereby permitting faster printing] causes
the spots "printed" by the resistors to be elongated in the
direction of the printhead scan, limiting horizontal dot
density. To an extent, this "streaking" can be decreased
by cutting back the power input to the resistors as the head
warms up during a print scan, but this necessitates either
a complex power supply and perhaps a printhead ther
mometer to generate a control signal or a number of assump
tions on resistor duty cycle to permit the system to run
open-loop without overheating. Slowing down the printhead scan speed eliminates streaking but compromises
throughput.
Vertical dot density (fixed by the resistor spacing on the
printhead substrate) is limited by the size of the resistor
required to transfer the appropriate amount of heat to the
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Why Ink-Jet Printing?

What advantages does ink-jet printing offer to the print
mechanism designer and ultimately to the end user?
Ink-jet printing is inherently quiet, since nothing strikes
the paper except the ink. Conventional thermal printing
technology â€” in which a thin-film resistor array is dragged
across heat-sensitive paper that darkens in response to mi
nute bursts of heat from the resistors â€” is just as quiet, but
the application of conventional thermal technology to high
speed, high-quality printing is limited by several factors.
The thermal mass of the printhead makes high print speed
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'Unknown to HP at this time, Canon, Inc. was independently developing this technology,
referred to by them as "Bubblejet." For details, see the article, "Coping with Prior Invention,"
by Donald L Hammond in the Hewlett-Packard Journal, March 1984.
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Fig. 1 . First text printed by a ThinkJet printhead. A printhead
was mounted on an X-Y plotter in place of the normal pen
and fired on the fly as the plotter moved the printhead to write
letters.

paper. The exotic chemistry of thermal paper limits the
print color to blue or black only, causes premature printhead failure if an unapproved grade of paper is substituted
by the user, ruins the printed output if it is exposed to
strong light, heat, or chemical vapors, and drives up the
manufacturing cost of the paper. Ink-jet technology, while
not without its own drawbacks, is not affected by these
limitations to the extent that conventional thermal printing
is. This gives it a number of customer satisfaction advan
tages.
Since ink-jet printing, unlike impact printing, does not
involve striking the paper with a powerful array of electromagnetically driven hammers, the printer chassis and
printhead scan carriage can be made substantially lighter
and smaller since they no longer need to maintain close
tolerances in the face of constant pounding action and vi
bration loads. This simplifies the printer mechanism design
and decreases its cost by allowing a lightweight plastic
chassis to be used, in addition to decreasing the torque and
robustness requirements of the head scanning mechanism.
This means that an ink-jet printer mechanism can, in prin
ciple, be made smaller, lighter, simpler, and less expensive
than an impact printer of similar print quality. And this,
in turn, means that ink-jet technology is a natural choice
for a compact, low-cost printer product, provided, of
course, that the printhead design goals can be met.
Why Portable?

If ink-jet technology is compact, lightweight, and lowcost, why not portable as well? Portability traditionally
implies battery operation in the calculator and computer
marketplace. But battery operation places severe con
straints upon printing technology; for a printing method
to be considered portable, it must be energy-efficient
enough that the battery power pack needed to operate the
printer for a reasonable time is not so large as to render
the product nonportable. In this way, battery mass consid
erations eliminate impact mechanisms from portable appli
cations because of their power-hungry electromagnetic
hammers and large carriage drive motors. Even conven
tional thermal printheads are only marginally applicable
to portable printing. Ideally, the printhead in a portable
printer should consume no more power than the electronics
in the printer, which is another way of saying that a portable
printer's energy budget is dominated by its motor drives
and precious little remains for other functions (such as
putting readable marks on paper, ironic as that may seem),
lest the battery pack turn the product into something better
used as a boat anchor.
To put one mark on a piece of paper, a full-sized impact
printer, such as the HP 2934, consumes 6 millijoules of
energy. A smaller, but still not portable impact printer, the
HP 82905A, consumes 4 mj per dot. The portable, thermal
HP 82162A Printer does only slightly better at 3.4 mj per
dot. But thermal ink-jet technology requires only â€”0.04 mj
to print one dot. This enormous improvement in energy
efficiency means that a portable, 80-column, page printer
capable of several hundred pages of output per battery
charge became feasible for the first time.
For these reasons, the thermal ink-jet technology looked
like a novel way of addressing a market need â€” almost good

enough to bet on. So the conventional portable thermal
printer project mentioned earlier and already in the pre
liminary investigative phase at HP was studied as a possible
first application of the still undesigned thermal ink-jet
printhead. In essence, this involved retrofitting a partially
designed printer mechanism with a wholly new type of
printhead. which at the time was only slightly more than
a laboratory curiosity. This represented an enormous gam
ble: could the printhead be designed and built in time for
the printer to use it? Could the printhead really be made
cheaply enough to justify itself as a consumable? Would
the printhead even fit in the mechanism?
Initial Development

Having demonstrated that the basic concept would work,
the engineers started work on some refinements. Laserpunched orifices in glass or ceramic substrates were rough
and irregular in the punched condition and were not easy
to clean up. So a switch was made to laser-punched stain
less-steel shim stock which could be chemically polished
after punching to yield a smoother bore.
Meanwhile, we had problems with ink oozing out of the
orifices and accumulating on the outside of the orifice plate.
Antiwetting coatings as tried by at least one other ink-jet
printer manufacturer were too hard to apply and too easy
to remove, so we took a hint from one manufacturer's tech
nical data sheet on their piezoelectric printhead and pre
vented the ink drooling by drawing a negative hydrostatic
head on the fluid circuit feeding ink to the head. A small
J-tube manometer using gravity to draw a one-inch vacuum
inside the ink reservoir cured the drooling problem and
allowed us to excite more than one orifice at a time without

Fig. 2. (a) Prototype printhead using a stainless steel plate
with seven laser-drilled orifices. A J-tube manometer provided
a negative hydrostatic head for the horizontal ink feed, (b)
Text printed with this prototype ejecting ink droplets at a rate
of 50 drops/second for each orifice.
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clogging adjacent orifices. As a result, we were then able
to produce our first dot-matrix text with a thermal ink-jet
printhead using a prototype shooting plotter pen ink out
of seven orifices at what seemed to be a blinding speed of
10 characters per second (Fig. 2).
We cautiously pushed the speed up and improved the
orifice plate cleanliness as time went by, and then we
shrunk the center-to-center spacing of the resistor elements
to 0.25 mm by using developed photoresist walls to hold
back crosstalk. This gave us our first reasonably sized
characters (Fig. 3). The next step was to machine some
less-clumsy substrate carriers and try the printhead in a
printer to get some idea of how it might behave as a real
printhead. This was done with a modified HP 82905A DotMatrix Printer (Fig. 4).
One of the engineers at the Corvallis Division had an
idea at this time for electroforming the orifice plates to get
smooth and accurately positioned bores more easily (see
article on page 33). So we went back to a center-to-center
spacing of 0.5 mm to test out this idea. At this point the
droplet size was getting close to being the right value and
the ejection velocity was approaching its eventual value.
Print Quality

One of the most fundamental initial design criteria for
the proposed thermal ink-jet printhead was that it provide
better print quality than that provided by the HP 82905A
Dot-Matrix Printer it was intended to replace in HP's prod
uct line. This was achieved by increasing the number of
vertical dots in the font beyond the nine dots used in the
HP 82905A, thereby making the characters more fully
formed, and by exploiting the ink droplets' tendency to
bleed together once on the paper, thereby masking the nor
mally jagged appearance of dot-matrix text. Rough esti
mates of printer cost and desired printing speed indicated
that a 12-dot head was not unreasonable and that it could
be supported by the custom processor under consideration
for the printer at a maximum printing rate of about 150
characters per second.
The orifice plate fabricated by the electroforming process
in use at the time featured a nozzle spacing of about 0.25
mm, which was felt to be close to the minimum spacing
that the process would permit without having to split a
single column of nozzles into two staggered vertical arrays
for greater vertical dot density. The two-column approach
was ruled out because it would allow small head velocity
variations in the printer to introduce visible dot placement
errors during printing. While a closed-loop printhead posi
tion control system could, in principle, prevent this, strin
gent cost restraints on the printer mechanism prohibited
this approach and thereby limited printhead resolution to
about 100 dots per inch vertically based on 0.25-mm spacing.
Twelve nozzles on 0.25-mm centers yielded a print zone
3 mm tall, which for a font with three descenders gave the

Fig. 4. Prototype printhead modified for use in HP 80905A
Dot-Matrix Printer.

product group an uppercase character 2 mm tall (excluding
ink spread on the paper). This size the printer designers
considered small, but acceptable (see Fig. 5).
The Next Stage

By this time, the printhead development team was fab
ricating heads with 12 orifices on 0.25-mm centers using
orifice plates electroformed out of nickel and featuring
built-in separator walls to prevent crosstalk. We had shrunk
the resistor size to the point where preheating the resistors
before firing was no longer necessary to vaporize the ink
quickly, which simplified the drive scheme. Experimenta
tion found that a six-microsecond firing pulse offered the
best compromise between minimal power consumption
and voltage sensitivity.
Up to then, ink had been fed around the edge of the glass
substrate and underneath the orifice plate. Core drilling
was proposed as way of getting a more direct ink feed and
allowing a simpler glue line for assembly. Soon thereafter
we got prototype molded plastic parts on line and then
had something that started looking and printing like a
reasonable printhead (see Fig. 6), especially when we got
our first pressure-contact flexible circuits to hook it up to
a breadboard system.
At that point we had demonstrated that the printhead
might be made small enough to fit into a portable printer,
that it could print fast enough to beat a competitor's printer,
that with 12 nozzles 0.25 mm apart it could beat the same
printer for print quality, and that ganged assembly would
HERE IS THE ENTIRE CHftRACTER SET
ftBCDEFGHIJiÃ-LHNOPQRSTÃœVyXyZ 1234567890 !

THIS Â«ESSftSE MflS PRIÃœTEÃœ WITH ft ST HELÃHS Â«EÃœ& RT 888HZ (7.5
IS 3 rtlLS OUTSIDE flND 4 Â«Â¡15 IMS IDEM f U) TE THICKNESS IS 4.,'

Fig. 3. First text with reduced resistor-to-resistor spacing.
Orifice plate had eight orifices ejecting ink droplets at 800 Hz.
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Fig. 5. Text produced with 12-nozzle orifice plate. Nozzles
are spaced on 0.25-mm centers in a single column.

Fig. 6. Prototype injection-molded head assembly.

work. We then shifted our focus from blue-sky engineering
to concentrating on hammering the printhead into some
thing we could build for use in the new portable printer
being defined at that time.
Why Disposable?

Early ink-jet printers used permanent printhead as
semblies in which, with one exception, ink was plumbed
out to the printhead carriage through a system of flexible
hoses leading from a remote ink bottle. These plumbing
systems were generally quite complex and delicate, since
they were forced to include priming pumps, tiny shutoff

valves, pressure regulators, filter screens, bubble traps, and
the like to isolate the dynamics of droplet ejection from
inertially generated pressure surges in the moving hoses
and to keep the printhead from choking on dirt or air bub
bles introduced into the feed lines by refilling the remote
ink reservoir. The cost, complexity, and reliability prob
lems associated with these ink plumbing systems slowed
consumer acceptance of ink-jet technology and limited its
use to large system printer applications and other
specialized markets until Siemens introduced its Pt80i inkjet printing mechanism in 1979, which eliminated many
of the plumbing problems by putting the ink supply (in
the form of a user-replaceable cartridge) on the carriage.
The printhead itself was of the piezoelectric drop-on-demand type, still fairly expensive and complex in its own
right, although free of plumbing. This was partly because
of the intricacies of its piezoelectric pump array (which
does not lend itself easily to the economies of high-volume
mass production), and partly because the ink cartridge ex
change mechanism still required filtration, pressure prim
ing, spill catching, and electrical out-of-ink sensing systems
in addition to a needle-and-septum arrangement for pierc
ing the ink cartridge and establishing ink flow to the nozzle
array. These factors kept the cost too high and the physical
size of the printhead too large to permit exploitation of

Mass-Producing Thermal Ink-Jet Printheads
The original embodiment of the thermal ink-jet concept pro
posed by John Vaught of HP Laboratories was an ink-filled con
duit with one end connected to an ink reservoir and the other
end open to the outside world. A tiny planar resistor was located
on an inside wall of the conduit and bathed in ink. A short pulse
of electrical power applied to this resistor caused it to heat up
very quickly to a temperature far in excess of the nominal boiling
temperature of the ink fluid. The boundary layer of ink covering
the hot resistor promptly exploded into vapor, forming a bubble
that covered the resistor surface. The bubble surface advanced
into the surrounding fluid so vigorously that it could be thought
of as a surface. piston, displacing fluid away from the resistor surface.
Heat transfer out of the bubble caused the vapor within to con
dense with equal violence, and microseconds after its sudden
appearance it collapsed back onto the resistor surface. The pis
ton action displaced fluid out of both ends of the conduit, but
by cleverly positioning the resistor along the length of the conduit,
most of the displacement could be directed out the open end
of the was rather than back into the reservoir. The result was
that a tiny droplet of ink fluid was shot out the conduit by the
pumping action ot the vapor bubble. The surface tension of the
fluid at the exit end of the conduit contracted the meniscus pres
ent there, which caused fluid from the reservoir to be drawn into
the conduit to replace the volume of fluid just ejected. A piece
of paper held close to the open end of the conduit during this
process ended up with a spot of ink on it. Hence, an array of
these resistor-driven nozzles could be used to print dot-matrix
text or raster-scan graphics.
How to produce the conduit? The method investigated during
the early days of thermal ink-jet research at HP Laboratories
used a plate with a groove etched into its surface to form three
of the conduit walls. This plate was then aligned over another
plate that bore a thin-film resistor on its surface, thereby forming
a square-cross-section tube with a resistor on one of its walls.

Ink was fed in one end of the tube and the other end aimed at
a piece of paper. A row of resistors on the base plate, when
properly aligned with an upper plate bearing a series of grooves,
formed a row of nozzles shoulder-to-shoulder, which could then
be used to print dot-matrix text.
After seeing a demonstration of this device firing a single
stream of dots out of a single nozzle, Frank Cloutier of HP's
Corvallis Division devised a new device structure which elimi
nated the need for a plate with channels etched into it (a difficult
beast to fabricate) and which led naturally to a high-volume as
sembly technique. In this new embodiment, the plate bearing
the resistor array is topped with a plate containing holes aligned
over the resistors. Ink fluid flows out to the resistors through a
thin space between the two plates and is shot straight out the
holes when the resistors under them are energized. One advan
tage of this layout is that it is easier to make accurately formed
holes than channels. More important, however, is the idea of
forming the plate with holes (the orifice plate) as a small piece
of a much larger plate containing many individual orifice plates,
each with its own array of holes. This master plate can then be
aligned with and attached to another master plate (the resistor
substrate) bearing many resistor arrays. The resulting mass as
sembly is then cut up into individual pieces, each a complete
orifice plate and resistor substrate assembly. In this way, only
one alignment step is necessary to align many individual parts,
and the orifice plate is attached only once for any one master
plate pair, with the adhesive being screened or photodefined
onto the resistor plate before assembly. The key to this process
ing concept is, of course, that each process step gets performed
on a large number of parts all at one time, and it was this that
would give thermal ink-jet technology a chance at meeting the
cost goal necessary to make the ThinkJet printhead work as a
consumable item.
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piezoelectric drop-on-demand ink-jet technology in the
low end of the printer market, already dominated by wirehammer impact machines like the Epson MX-80.
To serve this portion of the printer marketplace
adequately and for the resulting printer product to be costcompetitive with existing low-end thermal and impact
printers, an ink-jet technology was required in which the
cost of the printhead was roughly two orders of magnitude
less than the state-of-the-art piezoelectric systems avail
able. Accomplishing this goal requires that the cost of the
printhead's droplet-generating mechanism be of roughly
the same order as the cost of its expendable ink supply.
This in turn presents the possibility of manufacturing the
printhead assembly as a disposable unit, thrown away
when its self-contained ink supply has run dry â€” no hoses,
plumbing, or valves to add complexity and drive up cost
or size. However, this approach can make other size and
ink constraints more difficult to comply with.
Size and Ink Constraints

Size constraints on the proposed Thinkjet printing mech
anism were severe. Only one cubic inch was available for
the printhead and no space at all for an off-the-paper "ser
vice station" to house the printhead when not printing. To
meet the printer design team's longevity needs, the printhead had to be able to print at least 500,000 (preferably
750,000) characters. Since the font under development by
the printer team averaged about 17 dots per character, this
implied that the printhead contain between 8,500,000 and
12,750,000 droplets in a reservoir within the allowed cubicinch volume, only part of which would actually be avail
able for ink storage. Since each droplet weighs about
3 x 10~7 gram and has a density of about one gram/cm3,
the head would have to carry a worst-case usable ink vol
ume of about 3.8 cm3 or about 23% of the total available
volume. For these droplets to yield acceptable print quality
at a density of 100 dots per inch, it is necessary for each
of them to spread out on the paper to a final diameter of
0.01 in and preferably 0.012 in. This would guarantee an
amount of dot overlap and bleeding sufficient to reduce
cusping to an unobjectionable level, yielding smooth-look
ing characters with a minimum of the graininess ordinarily
inherent in dot-matrix print. It was also assumed likely
that the printer's output would be handled almost im
mediately after printing, making ink absorption and drying
times of less than one second essential.
The absorption speed specification could be met with a
simple ink composed entirely of water and a small amount
of soluble dye, but such an ink would evaporate so quickly
from the printhead nozzles as to clog them with crusts of
precipitated dye after brief exposure to air. To prevent this,
a capping station would be required for the printhead when
it was not in use and there was no space available for such
a station. In addition, because of its low viscosity, an allwater ink would create substantial amounts of mist and
stray dots during operation, seriously degrading print qual
ity. When such an ink was used in our printhead, the dots
produced on the paper were less than half the required
diameter, yielding text impossible to read. This problem
could have been solved by drastically increasing the size
of the ejected droplet, but this would have meant increasing

the reservoir volume beyond the printhead size constraints
(or decreasing the number of characters that the head could
print) in addition to violating the mechanism size con
straint by requiring a capping station.
Traditionally, the evaporation rate of common felt-tip
and roller-ball pen inks is reduced by replacing at least
part of the water in the ink vehicle with a water-miscible
fluid of low volatility such as glycerin or ethylene glycol.
However, such a glycol/water ink mixture is absorbed very
slowly by most common printing papers when applied to
them by an ink-jet printhead, causing freshly printed text
to smear if touched within ten minutes after printing.
The conflicting requirements of quick absorption time
and freedom from nozzle clogging could both be met only
if a paper specifically designed for ink-jet printing was
used with the water/glycol ink solvent system. Hence, an
ink-jet paper was chosen for use in the new printer, since
at this time no ink system existed that was capable of pro
ducing 0.025-mm diameter dots from droplets weighing
less than 3xiO~7 gram without asymmetrical spreading or
long absorption times on plain papers. (See box on page
32 for more details about the ink-paper system.)
Printhead Design Refinement

The plastic parts we were using at this time had nothing
to prevent the ink from spurting out of the air return vent
when a printhead cartridge was dropped. So a collapsible
ink reservoir using a polyethylene membrane was tried.
These new heads still needed gravity to work, however,
and when dropped, could still be made to empty them
selves â€” in this case through their orifices. The polyethylene
also turned out to act like a screen door for gas transmission,
causing the reservoir to accumulate air bubbles. To solve
these problems, one of the engineers had the idea of using
a rubber thimble of some sort to hold the ink. This thimble
would be impervious to gas and so would have to deform
as the ink was drained from it. This would tend to "suck
back" the ink in the orifices, thereby preventing any drool
ing even in the absence of gravity. This new bladder-style
ink reservoir had to be shoehorned into the printhead size
constraint.
At this time, the glues used to assemble the printhead
cartridge were not yet defined, with RTV silicone rubber
being only a temporary candidate. A team of engineers hit
the road to visit major glue manufacturers and eventually
settled on the use of a UV-curable adhesive for attaching
the substrate to the reservoir cartridge.
The means for connecting the printhead electrically to
the printer mechanism had been solved by using a flexible
printed circuit with dimpled contact pads pressed against
the printhead substrate by an elastomeric backing (see box
on page 14). All that seemed to remain to be done was to
conduct reliability and life tests and to refine the fabrication
process for production volumes.
Some Stumbling Blocks

The design team was now building printheads that con
tained airtight, rubber thimble, collapsible ink reservoirs.
Electrical connector reliability had been tested and found
satisfactory. The assembly adhesives were in the process
of being life tested, shipping package samples were coming
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Preventing Hydraulic Crosstalk
Hydraulic crosstalk in multiple-orifice ink-jet printheads is the
phenomenon in which ink is ejected from orifices other than those
desired. A problem arises when enough ink has been ejected
out of print- undesired orifices that it breaks free from the printhead and lands on the paper. A line of text printed by an ink-jet
printhead with this problem will exhibit a random sprinkling of
ink droplets superimposed on the text, seriously degrading print
quality.
A related problem is orifice-to-orifice consistency, as indicated
by horizontal banding (a print density variation) in dense graphics
output when all orifices are being asked to eject droplets simul
taneously. The character of such banding is a function of the
order of droplet ejection from each orifice and is caused by fluid
flow patterns in the printhead interfering either constructively or
destructively in such a way as to alter the volume of ink ejected
by a particular orifice in a systematic manner. This effect could
be minimized by prudent selection of ejection order and repetition
rate, but would not be completely eliminated.
The primary cause of these two problems is noncompliant
coupling of the fluid in any one orifice (nozzle) with the fluid in
all of fluid other orifices in the printhead by the basic rules of fluid
mechanics. It is therefore highly desirable to decouple the
dynamics of fluid motion in and near each orifice so that, in the
case of the ThinkJet printhead, the bubble generation, explosion,
and collapse and orifice refill processes occurring at one orifice
will not perturb those processes at the other orifices.
Earlier Solutions
Other ink-jet printhead manufacturers have dealt with the de
coupling problem by using clever manifold designs to supply
isolation between neighboring orifices fed from a common fluid
source. These methods generally require each driving element
(piezoelectric or thermal) in the printhead to be supplied fluid
through its own individual feed tube connected to the common
supply reservoir. The length of these tubes is carefully chosen
so that the inertia of the fluid entrained in a tube is sufficient to
prevent large-scale fluid displacements back into the supply
reservoir (and hence to other tubes) caused by droplet ejection.
This is analogous to the use of series inductors in the supply
lines to various electronic circuits fed by a common power supply
to prevent transients from one circuit from modulating the supply
voltage sent to other circuits.
Inertially isolating the orifices in this manner has -two disadvan
tages. One, the extra feed tube length required introduces extra
fluid the into the fluid supply to the orifices, slowing down the
rate at which thay can refill after droplet ejection. This is analo
gous to the dc resistance of the series inductors in the electrical
circuit model. This extra fluid drag sets a limit on printing speed.
The second disadvantage is the fact that the inertia of the
entrained fluid in the feed tube, while suppressing crosstalk, also
must be overcome to fill the orifices after droplet ejection. This
inertia further restricts how fast the orifices can be refilled and

in, the in-house ink mix facility and process were designed,
and the printhead engineering release specifications were
completed.
Then a major stumbling block was discovered â€” the ink
dye tended to bake on the substrate resistors in layers thick
enough to affect printhead performance. This process was
called kogation from the Japanese word "koga" for biscuit,
so named for the appearance of the lumps of precipitated
dye deposited on the resistors. This problem had to be

hence degrades printing speed even more. This behavior is anal
ogous to the series inductors inhibiting large current surges in
the electrical circuit model, starving the isolated circuits when
their need for power suddenly increases.
For the above reasons, electric power supply circuits generally
do not rely upon series inductor isolation. Instead, they use paral
lel capacitors for compliant isolation.
HP's Solution
Inserting compliant elements in parallel with the fluid circuit
connecting the orifices to the supply reservoir is analogous to
placing a capacitor from the electric supply line to ground, in
parallel with the circuit connected to the supply line. In this elec
trical analogy, the shunt capacitors add no series resistance to
the supply lines feeding the individual circuits. They also permit
an individual circuit to draw a brief, large surge of current from
the supply without disturbing the supply voltage seen by the
other circuits connected to the same supply.
The fluid mechanic equivalent of the shunt capacitor is a nar
row slot in the orifice plate (see article on page 33) of a ThinkJet
printhead between the ink supply and the outside atmosphere.
The meniscus of fluid welling up in this slot represents a com
pliance, since work would be required to enlarge the meniscus,
as would be necessary to push fluid out of the slot. This is because
the surface tension of the fluid at the fluid/air interface acts to
minimize the area of the meniscus. Therefore, the meniscus inte
grates the fluid flow into the slot against the nonlinear opposing
force supplied by surface tension and stores work as a function
of meniscus displacement. When the pressure driving fluid out
of the slot, enlarging the meniscus, is removed, surface tension
retracts the meniscus to its zero-displacement position and
thereby pumps fluid back into the supply line leading from the
fluid reservoir to the orifice.
By placing such a slot across the feed line leading from the
common ink supply to each of the orifices in the ThinkJet printhead, fluid surges from each nozzle are prevented from prop
agating back to the common supply and affecting other nozzles.
This cross the use of very short feed lines without risking cross
talk shorter ejection-order-dependent horizontal banding. The shorter
feed line length reduces fluid drag, allowing an increase in print
ing speed.
Although a round hole could be used in place of the slot, a
slot ink for since it is less likely to emit a droplet of ink for
a given surface area. In addition, the quantity of stored work in
the meniscus can be varied by merely lengthening the slot without
increasing slot width. This is important in the design of an ink-jet
printhead since the tendency for the printhead to deprime when
mechanically shocked increases as the diameter of its orifices
increases.
This solution was incorporated easily in the ThinkJet printhead
because the slot can be formed with the same electroplating
and photoresist steps used to form the orifices.

solved and was addressed by changing the composition of
the ink (see box on page 32 for further details).
The printhead team began buying and installing produc
tion tooling and machinery and several months later started
shakedown runs through the new facility. Last-minute en
gineering tweaks to the process and to the tooling were
done to eliminate the inevitable bugs and the new ink
process to cure kogation was developed.
However, two months away from the ThinkJet Printer's
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introduction date, one stumbling block remained that stub
bornly resisted all attempts at a solution â€” hydraulic cross
talk! It appeared that the better the job we did of firmly
affixing the orifice plates to the resistor substrates, the
greater was the printhead's tendency to eject droplets of
ink from orifices adjacent to the orifice being excited. This,
of course, caused unacceptably poor print quality. Operat
ing on the assumption that some form of liquid compliance
was necessary to offset the increased hydrodynamic stiff
ness of our preproduction printhead assemblies, one of the
engineers finally saved the day by proposing a change to
the orifice plate design that dampened the fluid surges in
the ink supply caused by the resistor firings. (See box on
page 9 for a detailed explanation of this problem and its
eventual solution.) With this last-minute fix in place, the
printhead (Fig. 7) and the Thinkjet Printer (see next article)
were announced to the world in April of 1984.
A Backward Glance

From the beginning, the printhead development lagged
the printer development and therefore, was schedule-driv
en throughout its history. This meant that the printhead
design and manufacturing teams were often required to
make engineering decisions that contained substantial
amounts of schedule-driven compromises. Because this
type of work had not been done before, there obviously
were no roadmaps indicating appropriate paths and no
cookbooks spelling out the necessary process recipes.
Some may attribute the successful completion of such a
project in only a few years to luck and persistence, but
there were other important reasons for this success. First,
in the early days of the program, the various design teams
were able to adjust to each other's requirements dynami
cally and were able to negotiate what could be done and
what could not as the printhead and process technologies
were being invented. Later, of course, as the printer and
printhead designs became better defined and therefore less
flexible, conflicts popped up. But none of these conflicts
was so major as to reset the whole program; we resolved

them and then went back to work on our original goals.
Second, the performance goals for the printhead were
not altered after we demonstrated breadboard feasibility.
This allowed timely investigation of how to meet those
goals, eliminating the "moving target" effect. Recall at the
time of the breadboard demonstration we had electroformed orifice plates with walls built in, our dot size
on the paper was correct, we had our ink vehicle defined,
we knew how many resistors the head was going to have
and how they would be arranged, we knew what to make
the substrate out of, and we had the size and appearance
of the head defined. After that, we still had a massive
amount of engineering work to do turn the breadboard head
into a real, live product, but we did not have to redefine
the product after the breadboard stage. That is, there were
no technology-driven hard resets after that point.
Finally, we did not start leapfrogging product descrip
tions at any time during the history of the project. (Leapfrog
ging is defined here as a nontechnology-driven redefinition
of the product in midstream to account for things other
than whether it will or will not work.) It is true that we
were fortunate to have demonstrated a breadboard device
that stood the test of time and thereby represented a
technological contribution later when it was introduced,
but the best way to succeed at achieving a specific engineer
ing goal of turning a technology into a product is to drive
the process with engineering alone. This way, the designers
burn midnight oil, not blueprints.
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Fig. 7. The disposable ThinkJet
printhead cartridge contains
enough ink for 500 pages of nor
mal text and can be easily replaced
when its ink supply is exhausted.
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An Inexpensive, Portable Ink-Jet Printer
Family
Using a disposable ink cartridge and printhead, this lowcost family of printers offers personal computer users highquality printing in a portable package. Four common I/O
interfaces are supported by various members of the family.
by Cheryl V. Katen and Thomas R. Braun
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE THINKJET technology
provided Hewlett-Packard with the opportunity to
make a significant contribution to the utility printer
marketplace. The challenge was to produce a printer with
the speed, reliability, and low cost of a conventional dotmatrix printer, and the technological advantages of quiet
ness, better print quality, small size, and portability. To
achieve this, we had to design a printing mechanism that
took full advantage of the Thinkjet thermal ink-jet technol
ogy and could be manufactured inexpensively.
It is critical that such a printer offer complete compatibil
ity with major brands of personal computers, and more
important, be operable by the software run on these PCs.
The challenge of using the disposable Thinkjet cartridge
concept efficiently imposed additional objectives of simpli
fying the printhead insertion and removal procedure, pro
viding a reliable printhead-to-printer interface, and op
timizing the paper/ink system for maximum print quality.
At the time of this undertaking, there were no truly port
able printers in the marketplace. Hence, the initial thrust
of the project to develop the HP 2225 Thinkjet family of
printers (Fig. 1) was to design the battery-powered, HP-IL

interface version. This would be a significant contribution
and would allow HP to offer a printing solution for the
emerging portable and transportable segment of the per
sonal computing market.
Features

Four major input/output (I/O) interfaces are currently
supported by the different models of the Thinkjet family:
HP-IB (IEEE 488), HP-IL, RS-232-C/V.24, and the standard
parallel 8-bit printer interface used by many PCs. Within
the HP 2225 family, different ac line voltages are supported
and one model, the HP 2225B, is available for rechargeable
battery operation. The family supports HP's standard
Printer Command Language (PCL) control codes for print
ers and an alternate control mode commonly used by nonHP systems.
The HP 2225 prints text at 150 characters per second (at
a density of 12 characters per inch) and enhances its overall
throughput by employing both bidirectional printing and
true-logic seeking; these techniques minimize the non
printing distance traveled by the printhead to print the
next line of text. To improve speed further, a lK-character

Fig.1. The low-cost HP 2225 fam
ily of Thinkjet Printers provides
fast, quiet, high-quality printing in
a portable package. Four inter
face options and ac or battery op
eration are available.
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buffer is used to capture data from the I/O interface quickly.
Thinkjet print quality is enhanced over that of many com
mon dot-matrix printers by using a high-resolution 12X11
character cell, which supports rounded and eye-pleasing
character fonts. Characters for eleven different languages
are available.
The HP 2225 family has a comprehensive set of print
features, including four character pitches [6, 10.7, 12, and
21.3 characters per inch) and underline, boldface, and overstrike capabilities, all of which may be intermixed on a
single line of text (Fig. 2). To manage the appearance and
position of a printout on a page better, the family supports
line spacing of 6 or 8 lines per inch, variable text length,
variable page length, perforation skipping, and automatic
wraparound of excess characters onto a following added
line of print.
For graphics printing, the Thinkjet Printers have two
basic output densities: 96x96 dots per inch and 192X96
dots per inch (Fig. 3). In lower-density mode, up to 640
dots per row can be printed, and in higher-density mode,
up to 1280 dots per row can be printed. Because of the
sensitivity of the human eye to any minute misalignment
in graphics images, all graphics output on the Thinkjet
Printers is printed unidirectionally. All HP 2225 models
accept graphics information in raster format (row by row).
In addition, the HP 2225C and the HP 2225D accept

1 Â±
Fig. 2. Example of text (full size)
printed by the HP 2225 Printers.

graphics data in block format (character cell patterns, line
by line). A full graphics screen dump from a typical per
sonal computer takes less than one minute to print.
The Thinkjet Printers accept single sheets of paper either
8.5 in wide or 21 cm wide and tractor-feed (fanfold) paper
either 9.5 in wide or 24 cm wide. Paper loading is manual,
but simple. While the printers can print on any kind of
paper, a paper designed for ink-jet printing gives the best
print quality.
Three classes of physical controls and indicators are
available to the Thinkjet user: the power switch and its
indicator, the paper advance switches, and the attention
light and blue pushbutton. The power switch is located on
the back panel and is monitored by an LED indicator on
the front keypad. On the battery-powered HP 2225B, this
indicator flashes to warn of a low-battery-charge condition.
The paper advance switches allow the user to accomplish
a form feed with a single keystroke and to advance the
paper a dot row (Vbe inch) at a time, a line (either VÃ© or Vs
inch) at a time, or continuously. The attention light indi
cates an out-of-paper condition with a steady light or an
error condition with a flashing light. To recover from an
out-of-paper condition, the user simply loads and correctly
positions the fresh paper, and then presses the blue
pushbutton to indicate to the printer that the paper is ready
and that any suspended printing job may now continue.

Fig. (b) dots/in. output examples (full size), (a) 96x96 dots/in, (b) 192x96 dots/in.
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Alignment of Bidirectional Text
It is desirable when printing bidirectionally to have the text
printed in opposite directions aligned. In reality, this is generally
not the case. For an ideal mechanism, each print position corre
sponds directly and precisely to the position control signals given
to the printhead carriage step motor. But, mechanical and elec
trical differences in real carriage drive systems cause the print
region to shift from the ideal. We call this shift in bidirectional
print pro error." In the ThinkJet Printer we wanted to pro
vide a means of compensating for backlash error that did not
require adjustments on the assembly line and that would be valid
over the life of the product. We decided to measure the factors
contributing to backlash error using the printer mechanism itself
as the measurement tool.
Although the servo systems employed in the ThinkJet Printer
are open-loop in design, there is one channel of feedback that
can provide the mechanism's carriage position â€” the home
switch. The home switch is an optoelectrical device whose optical
path is interrupted by a blade extending from the pen carriage.
Initially, the home switch was added to the design to provide a
means After determining the position of the carriage at turn-on. After |
the carriage position has been determined, the carriage servo i
is run open-loop with only occasional checks of the home switch
to verify that the carriage is moving and not stalled.
Since we had the feedback of the home switch, we wondered
if it could be used to help determine the backlash error. Our
conclusion was that it could be used with sufficient accuracy to
preclude the need for any other measurement scheme. By closely
monitoring the output state changes of the home switch as the
carriage is driven through it bidirectionally, we can determine
the actual position of the carriage in relation to the motor control
signals. This measurement is then used to make corrections
during is printing. The text printed in one direction is
shifted by the magnitude of the measured backlash error so that
it is lined up with the text printed in the opposite direction. This
measurement is made each time the printer is turned on and
each time the printer's blue pushbutton is pressed to correct
error conditions. In this manner the backlash error adjustment
can be updated and remain accurate over the life of the product.
(See box on page 18 for details of the home switch.)
Dave Lowe
Development Engineer
Robert P. Callaway
Development Engineer
Vancouver Division

Whenever the printer detects an error associated with print
ing, such as a printhead carriage jam, printing halts and
the attention light is flashed to request the user's interven
tion. Once the user has corrected the error condition, press
ing the blue pushbutton returns the printer to its functional
state. During its power-up sequence, the ThinkJet Printer
performs a nonprinting self-test. If this self-test fails, the
attention light flashes to warn the user that a failure has
occurred.
The two versions of the HP 2225C also have a set of eight
switches on the back panel to allow easy selection of default
conditions necessary to support a wide range of personal
computer systems which communicate in different ways
with their peripheral printers over the 8-bit parallel inter
face. The HP 2225D has five additional switches to select

the serial I O protocol (baud rate, handshake, etc.).
An additional feature of the ThinkJet Printers useful for
debugging of system problems is display function mode.
In this mode, the ThinkJet Printer does not execute any
control codes it receives, but instead just prints the control
codes as they are received (with the exception of carriage
return and disable display function mode, which are first
displayed and then executed). Any printable data such as
a line of text is printed normally. Thus, display function
mode permits exact logging and monitoring of data and
control codes transmitted to the printer.
How ThinkJet Printers Print

The HP 2225 is a nonimpact dot-matrix printer, which
means that characters are formed on the paper by correctly
positioning groups of individual ink dots to form the visual
representations of different characters. A dot-matrix printer
is characterized by its dot size and the shape of the character
cell. The ThinkJet Printers have a 0.015-inch dot diameter
and a character cell 12 dots high by 11 dots wide. This
combination of dot size and character cell yields high print
quality.
The dots are formed on the paper by ejecting individually
controlled droplets of liquid ink from the disposable
ThinkJet printhead. There are no reservoirs to fill and vir
tually no mess. Each printhead cartridge is good for about
500 pages of normal printing and can be replaced easily
when it is exhausted. For more details about the ThinkJet
technology and printhead, see the other articles in this
issue.
The printhead sits in a carriage which is driven horizon
tally back and forth by a step motor, gear train, and cable
system. This motion is tightly controlled by the HP 2225's
custom microprocessor (see box on page 16), which also
controls the spraying of the twelve individual vertical noz
zles on the printhead. To print a text character, the micro
processor translates the character's ASCII representation
into the proper dot pattern. Once the printhead is located
in the correct horizontal position to begin printing a charac
ter, the microprocessor outputs a series of pulses to the
twelve resistor-nozzle combinations as the printhead is
swept horizontally across the width of the desired charac
ter. For example, a pitch of twelve characters per inch
requires the output of eleven vertical 12-dot patterns per
character at a spacing of 192 patterns per inch. Different
character pitches are achieved by varying the number of
vertical dot patterns per character cell. Hence, the character
cells are always twelve dots high, but can vary in width
depending on the pitch.
To print the next line, the microprocessor moves the
paper upward using a second independent step motor, gear
train, and drive system. Consistent with the low-productcost objective, this system only moves the paper upward.
Graphics Output

Graphics printing is accomplished in a manner similar
to text printing, except that the custom microprocessor
receives the graphics data as a series of on or off dots
(bit-mapped representation) in either a row-by-row (raster)
manner or a column-by-column (cell pattern) manner. The
microprocessor does not perform any translation of this
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Printhead Interconnect
The development of a product that contributes in the areas of
cost, function, and quality is always a challenge with broad ramifi
cations. One area in which achieving these objectives for the
ThinkJet Printer was important is the electrical interconnect to
the printhead. The design objectives were to minimize the system
cost per contact and maximize contact reliability with special
attention to the areas of printhead contact fragility, contaminants,
and user abuse while not adversely affecting the ease with which
the printhead could be replaced.
The design finally chosen is one in which the contact array
(Fig. 1) is integrated with the flexible printed circuit that carries
the electrical drive pulses to the printhead. Connector mating is
achieved by aligning the printhead cartridge registration pins
with and mating holes in the carriage/interconnect assembly and
then rotating a cam latch upward. This allows electrical contact
to be made without lateral motion between the contact halves.
This minimizes damage to the thin-film metals on the printhead
contacts. The contact areas are backed with silicone-rubber
pressure pads (Fig. 2), which allow electrical contact to be main
tained over a range of environmental conditions and provide
sufficient latitude for the design to work over a range of manufac
turing tolerances.
Electrical contact is enhanced by dimpling the flexible circuit
pads. This allows a greater degree of insensitivity to paper dust
and ink contamination and also makes the contact area easier
to clean if contaminants do become a problem. The dimples are

Fig. 1 . The flexible circuit connecting the ThinkJet printhead
to the printer electronics is made using standard industry
techniques with the exception of the circular raised area (dim
ple) on each conductor pad. This dimple is created by plas
tically deforming the copper sheet and the plastic base dielec
tric before the contact pads are plated with a nickel barrier
layer followed by a hard (Knoop 1 80-200) gold contact layer.

data. Instead, the ThinkJet Printer simply prints the appro
priate pattern of on and off dots represented by the graphics
data in a way similar to the printing of individual column
patterns during text printing. To print graphics at a density
of 96 x 96 dots per inch, only one pass across a given line
on the page is required. Two passes across a given line are
required for the graphics density of 192 x 96 dots per inch.
In general, the HP 2225's buffer accumulates the maximum

Printhead
/ Elastomer Material

Compressive Forces

Flexible Circuit

Fig. 2. The contact area of the flexible circuit is backed with
an elastomer material and the whole assembly is compressed
against the printhead contacts using a lever-activated cam.
The elastomer provides a continuous force pushing the flex
ible circuit dimples against the mating printhead pads.
formed on the flexible circuit before the plating is applied. This
results in the plating extending down over the edge of the etched
copper pads and eliminates sharp etched edges which could
snag cotton swabs, tissue, or other materials used to clean the
contact area. Plating after forming also prevents the brittle nickel
barrier layer from cracking during the forming operation.
Because the HP 2225 is a scanning-head printer, the flexible
circuit traces must be able to withstand a high number of flexures
without failure. By selecting a sufficiently large bend radius and
by positioning the copper traces at the midpoint of the cross
section, the required reliability is obtained.
Verification of any design can be a complex mixture of standard
environmental tests and special tests aimed at uncovering weak
nesses that could translate into quality problems. To make the
most effective use of resources, a test sequence that makes use
of fractional factorial experiment design was chosen to test con
tact samples This allows a smaller number of prototype samples
to be used to eliminate variables whose effects are insignificant.
A more thorough statistical study was then done on the remaining
variables to determine their true significance. In this case, it was
unnecessary to do a mathematical analysis since the significance
of the various variables was obvious from examining the tabulated
data. test only variable that proved significant during the test
was the combination of body oil (fingerprints) and paper dust.
These are readily removed from the product by using a dry or
alcohol-dampened cotton swab.
Roy T. Buck
Development Engineer
Vancouver Division

amount of graphics data it can hold before beginning print
ing of the graphics. This maximizes speed and throughput
by allowing the printhead to print up to 12 rows of dots
during one pass across the paper for a graphics density of
96 x 96 dots per inch.
Hardware Design

The electrical design of the ThinkJet family followed the
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design team's tactics of designing for low cost, maximum
subassembly leverage, and high performance. The electri
cal block diagram in Fig. 4 represents the general internal
structure of all Thinkjet Printers.
The power supply system must deliver various currents
and voltages at different tolerances to the printhead. step
motors, and digital logic. To achieve compatibility with
the worldwide range of ac line voltages, the HP 2225A, the
international HP 2225C. and the HP 2225D versions have
a four-level, user-selectable input line voltage switch to
permit operation using 110, 120, 220, or 240 Vac. The HP
2225C U.S.A. -only version eliminates this switch and op
erates only on 120 Vac. The ac power supply system con
sists of a 50/60-Hz transformer, different linear regulators
for each output voltage, and reset circuitry that guarantees
the proper voltage levels during the transients associated
with turning the product on or off.
In the battery-operated version, worldwide compatibility
is achieved by recharging the HP 2225B's batteries with
the same group of rechargers already supporting other HP
battery-operated products such as the HP 82161A Cassette
Drive and the HP 82162A Printer/Plotter. To minimize cost,
the two step motors are driven directly from the battery
pack without any additional regulation. To achieve the
voltage level and accuracy required by the printhead, a
step-up switching power supply is used. To maximize the
number of printable lines on one battery charge, the printhead power supply is turned off during long periods of
nonprinting, eliminating the standby current drain as
sociated with switching supplies. A linear regulator con
trols the logic supply and a group of comparators generate
the correct low-battery-charge signals and prevent opera
tion at an extremely low charge level while maintaining
all I/O functions.
The brain of the Thinkjet family is the custom HP micro
processor mentioned earlier. This microprocessor controls
all of the functions including data communications, print
ing, and keypad activity. The microprocessor chip also
contains the operating system ROM and RAM, timers, and

other special circuits to minimize the number of electrical
components. Except for minor modifications to the operat
ing system firmware and the custom I/O circuits on the
chip, the same microprocessor chip is used in all members
of the Thinkjet family.
The character ROM and the buffer RAM are both HP
custom parts chosen because of their availability from the
development of an earlier HP product and their minimum
number of interface lines. The character ROM is structured
in 4-bit nibbles , an efficient match for the 1 2-dot-high printhead column and its column-by-column character font rep
resentation. The buffer RAM is also structured in nibbles,
which is useful during the accumulation and printing of
bit-mapped graphics data. The same character ROM (but
with different fonts) and buffer RAM are used in all models
of the Thinkjet family.
High-current transistors are used to drive the printhead
and step motors, because the custom microprocessor does
not have the capability to drive the printhead or the step
motors directly. The precise printhead timing is generated
with the microprocessor and the precise printhead power
is maintained by the printhead supply. The step motor
phases are correctly sequenced by the microprocessor. The
step motor drivers have additional circuitry that suppresses
transients during motor phase changes and hence improves
the overall position control of these open-loop systems.
Two electrical components are closely associated with
the mechanism â€” the home switch and the out-of-paper
switch. The home switch serves as an initial print position
reference point, acts as a detector during the process of
checking for any printhead carriage stalls, and provides for
a clever measurement of the mechanical system's backlash
during the HP 2225's turn-on cycle (see box on page 18).
The out-of-paper switch prevents printing without paper
and permits recovery from an out-of-paper condition in a
friendly manner that does not destroy data.
I/O Options

The Thinkjet Printers support four different data corn-
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Fig. 4. Electrical block diagram of
basic ThinkJet Printer.
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Custom VLSI Microprocessor System
The ThinkJet Printer electronics are based on a custom HP inte
grated circuit that is a single-chip microprocessor system with
a CPU, RAM, ROM, interface, timers, and I/O in one 48-pin pack
age. Integrating these components saves power, cost, and
printed circuit board space. Pin count is minimized by using a
4-bit bus for testing, which allows the microprocessor bus to be
entirely internal. Communication with external RAM and ROM is
accomplished through a custom 6-bit interface originally de
signed for the HP-71 Handheld Computer.
This 1C was initially designed for HP's CMOS-C process and
the first working parts were produced in this process. To reduce
cost and increase processor bandwidth, it was later redesigned
for HP's CMOS-G process. The redesign consisted mainly of a
25% linear shrink of the layout, which reduced its size by almost
50%. The die size of 7.85 by 9.78 mm in CMOS-C was reduced
to 5.94 by 7.39 mm (Fig. 1) in CMOS-G.

eral-purpose I/O pads. However, as microprocessor bandwidth
became limited, some functions were offloaded to hardware.
A dot sequencer state machine was added to control the ejec
tion of the ink dots from the ThinkJet printhead. The software
loads a 12-bit register with the dot information for a specific
column. On a timer interrupt, the software initiates the dot se
quencer, which energizes the resistors in the printhead to eject
the ink dots at the required time and in the proper sequence.
An external memory interface was added to communicate with
the external character ROM and the external RAM buffer. This
interface passes the nibble-wide data to or from the external
memory while the software is either getting the next nibble or
storing the last nibble.
The motor control functions, the front-panel keys and lights,
the home switch, and the low-battery-charge and out-of-paper
conditions are controlled using GP-IO cells.

Architecture
This custom chip uses a control-oriented microprocessor ar
chitecture. This architecture uses predesigned macrocells com
bined mac specialized circuitry for special applications. The mac
rocells include a high-speed control-oriented 8-bit CPU, a con
figurable mask-programmed ROM, a configurable RAM, a pro
grammable timer, an HP-IL interface, a crystal oscillator, a 4-bit
test bus, and general-purpose I/O (GP-IO) pad cells. The ThinkJet
1C uses two timers, 160 bytes of RAM, 10K bytes of ROM, one
CPU, a test bus, an oscillator, and an HP-IL interface. These
building blocks are combined with additional printer-specific cir
cuitry for the ThinkJet products.

Mask Programmability
Several mask-programmable options were included in the I/O
sections to allow reconfiguration of the I/O any time the ROM
code was changed. All of the special printer hardware may be
reconfigured as GP-IO cells and all GP-IO cells may be reconfig
ured Other either input, output, or bidirectional data paths. Other
mask options allow changes in the dot sequencer state machine
to conform to changes in the ThinkJet printhead specifications.
These mask options allowed early development of this custom
1C without requiring expensive full mask-set turnarounds, and
made it possible to add interfaces such as standard parallel,
HP-IB, and RS-232-C to the ThinkJet Printer later without addi
tional mask-set turnarounds.
Ray L Pickup
Development Engineer
Vancouver Division

Hardware/Software Trade-Offs
At first it was believed that all of the I/O functions needed for
the ThinkJet Printer could be performed in software using gen

Fig. 1 . Photomicrograph of cus
tom microprocessor system inte
grated circuit used to control HP
2225 Printers. Chip size is 5.94 x
7.38 mm.
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munications interfaces. The HP 2225A has an additional
processor dedicated to data communications and two inter
face bus driver ICs. An HP-IB transceiver 1C receives and
holds data from the HP-IB and the I/O processor interprets
the HP-IB commands and protocol and transmits any data
intended for the printer to the custom Thinkjet micropro
cessor by way of another custom 1C.
The HP 2225B's data communications interface is HP-IL,
a serial, low-cost, four-wire, multidevice interface loop pat
terned after the HP-IB. To minimize power consumption
and cost, the analog and digital circuitry associated with
the HP-IL interface is integrated directly on the Thinkjet
microprocessor chip.
Since the standard parallel printer interface is a one-de
vice HP printer-only), eleven-wire interface, the HP
2225C can assume that all data strobed in is intended for
the printer. With this simple interface, the data is latched
by hardware and then read by the custom microprocessor.
The HP 2225C multiplexes the latched data lines with the
step motor signal lines since the number of available con
nections to the microprocessor chip is limited and the de
signers did not want to have to develop an additional 1C.
The HP 2225D has a second processor and a UART (uni
versal asynchronous receiver-transmitter) 1C dedicated to
data communications. The UART receives the serial data
from the RS-232-C I/O and converts the data to an 8-bit
parallel format. The added I/O processor buffers this paral
lel data and transmits it to the custom Thinkjet micropro
cessor when appropriate.
Firmware

The firmware of the Thinkjet Printers has three major
performance objectives: communicating with the printer's
controller at as high a data rate as possible, implementing
a full the set of printer capabilities, and printing at the
highest possible print speed with the best visual appear
ance possible. In general, the printer's firmware must en
sure the proper data flow from the hardware I/O interface
to the actual printing on the paper. The firmware must also
ensure that the proper control and actions are achieved in
a timely and orderly manner.
The firmware is of modular construction (see Fig. 5) and
is primarily a prioritized interrupt-driven system. Since
printing is done by a scanning printhead method, any ac
tivity associated with marking the paper is given highest
priority, (i.e., printhead carriage motion and ink-dot ejec
tion). Other actions, such as interfacing with the I/O or
polling the product's keypad, are done on a time-available

basis. Fortunately, these other actions can be time multi
plexed with the printing of characters or graphics.
The background and master control module directs the
activities for the other firmware modules. Without ever
directly handling any data, the background and master con
trol module passes control between all other modules in
an orderly manner. This module monitors the status of the
printer during its idle nonprinting time and determines
when to initiate a line of printing based on whether or not
the RAM buffer contains a complete line of printable data.
When a byte from the hardware I/O is presented to the
printer, the interface module generates a low-priority inter
rupt to the background and master control module. When
the background and master control module permits, control
is passed to the interface module which, in the HP 2225A
or HP 2225B, separates the interface commands from the
printable data, acts on the interface commands, and passes
the printable data to the input module. In the HP 2225C
and the HP 2225D, all the bytes received by the printer are
transmitted to the input module. The interface module also
passes control to the input module.
After receiving data and control from the interface mod
ule, the input module performs one of four functions: stor
ing any text data in the RAM buffer for future printing,
processing and storing any graphics data in the RAM buffer
for future printing, processing any control codes such as
line feed or carriage return and storing them in the RAM
buffer, or parsing other control codes such as escape se
quences and either acting upon or storing them in the RAM
buffer. Once the input module completes its task, it passes
control back to the interface module which in turn passes
control back to the background and master control module.
During this interface and input process, a higher-level
priority such as the ejection of ink dots can interrupt, take
control, and after execution, return control to the inter
rupted interface or input function.
The RAM buffer is a hardware function. This 1024-byte
buffer allows for the gathering of multiple lines of data,
even while printing, thus increasing overall throughput.
When the background and master control module deter
mines that a printable line is resident in the RAM buffer,
the output module receives control. The output module is
responsible for processing the four types of information
stored in the RAM buffer by the input module. For example,
the ASCII text characters stored in the RAM buffer are
converted into the correct dot pattern based on the current
print mode (bold, underline, etc.), the current print pitch,
and the current print direction (right to left or left to right).
(continued on page 19)

Firmware
Diagnostics
Carriage
Drive
Printhead
Paper
Advance
Drive

Fig. 5. Block diagram of modular
firmware system used in the HP
2225 Printer family.
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Home Switch Design
The ThinkJet Printer mechanism includes an optoelectronic
home switch (LED-phototransistor pair) that serves two important
functions. First, the switch is the only absolute method of sensing
where the printhead carriage is in its range of travel. Second,
the printer's firmware uses the home switch to measure the
amount of backlash error present in the carriage drive system.
Mechanically, optically, and electrically, the home switch sys
tem appears simple, but it presented tough design challenges.
First, the vendor specifications of various optical switches were
sketchy at best. The few specifications available had been mea
sured at different test conditions selected to make the numbers
individually look good. This provided insufficient data to select
a reliable operating point for the device. Second, the proposed
backlash measurement scheme demanded accurate, reliable
switching characteristics. Other concerns were the unknown ef
fects of process variations, deterioration of the optical parts as
they age, and performance in extreme environmental conditions.
Finally, the solution had to meet the primary product design goals
of high reliability and low cost.
The modeling and accurate measurement of backlash mea
surement error was a particular challenge. An Â¡deal home switch
toggles its output at the exact instant that the carriage reaches
a certain fixed position, regardless of the direction or speed of
carriage travel. Of course, a real sensor has an unavoidable
delay before it responds to a change. Unfortunately, the firmware
only knows the signals being sent to the carriage drive motor
and the signal returned from the home switch, and cannot sepa
rate home switch sensing error from the mechanism position
error it seeks to measure. Hysteresis in the home switch system
has the same effect as backlash in the motor and gears, and
the switching time of the home switch has the same effect as
the response time of the motor. The design goal was to make
the error contributed by the home switch as predictable as pos
sible, so that the firmware could compensate for this error after
making the measurement.
To measure the home switch error directly would require very
accurate measurement of carriage position and home switch
status as the carriage moves at full speed. To avoid using such
complex equipment, simplifying assumptions led to simpler mea
surement methods.
The most accurate simple method assumed that the response
time of the LED was much less than the switching time of the
phototransistor, which was confirmed by manufacturer's specifi
cations. A ramp function of forward current I, in the LED simu-

lated the passage of the edge of an object through the light
beam from the LED to the phototransistor. Each part was individu
ally evaluated by determining the Al, required to cause a certain
change in the phototransistor's collector voltage, AVC. This infor
mation, combined with the known speed of the carriage, yielded
the desired slope of the current ramp. Then, I, was adjusted to
find lth, which caused Vc to equal Vlh, the threshold voltage for
changing states. Finally, when the current ramp was applied,
the delay from when I, = lth to when Vc = Vth was measured, first
for one transition, and then for the other. These two delays added
together represent the backlash measurement error contributed
by the home switch system.
Fig. 1 shows the design of the home switch circuitry. The
Darlington transistor configuration used to switch the LED on
and off employs an unused element in a Darlington array already
used for driving the printhead. Using this component not only
eliminates the need for an extra transistor, but also provides a
handy reference voltage for the comparator. Since the LED re
quires only 10 mA, this voltage is steady at slightly more than
one diode drop above ground. The comparator serves to
minimize backlash measurement error by tightly controlling the
hysteresis in the system.
The home switch system with the comparator meets its design
goal with a backlash measurement error predicted to be within
a range of 960 /*s, during which time the carriage could travel
0.00404 inch, roughly 40% of the width of a printed dot.
Test Design
Selecting test values for I, and load resistance RL (see Fig. 1)
was a particular problem. Good testing is "bold" testing, with
the test limits set far apart, but not so far that the system will not
function. When I, and RL were both set very low, the phototransis
tor could not pull Vc low enough. Many measurements depended
on Vc going low, and thus could not be completed. As a result
of missing data, the test results were difficult to analyze, and any
conclusions drawn would have been suspect. Raising the lower
limits for either I, or RL or both was not a satisfactory alternative,
as this would remove from the factor space other areas where
information was needed. The solution to this problem was a factor

Test
Region

Phototransistor would
not turn on here

Fig. 1 . Home switch circuit for ThinkJet printhead carriage
position sensing and backlash error measurement.

Fig. a An unconventional choice of test conditions avoids a
region where the home switch would not function.
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space shaped like a parallelogram (see Fig. 2), which avoided
the problem area and kept the other areas of interest in the factor
space. Data gathered with this test design, when analyzed by a
computer, yielded all factor effects and interactions.
An aging test evaluated a sample of units operated at the
corners of this parallelogram-shaped factor space. All units were
tested when new, and then periodically during a test that lasted
longer than twice the worst-case expected lifetime of the op
toelectronic switch. The results of this test showed no significant
deterioration with age, and no reliability problems at any point
in the factor space.
During the development of this design, properly designed ex
periments provided statistically significant data to support many
design decisions:

The output module passes the dot ejection information and
control to the mechanism module.
The mechanism module controls the ejection of the ink
dots, the printhead carriage motion, and the paper motion
in the proper sequence to produce the desired printed out
put. The mechanism module has the highest priority in
the system. If, during printing, the mechanism module has
any spare time, it permits other functions such as interfac
ing to occur, but the mechanism module always reserves
the right to interrupt any such activities. This interplay of
the mechanism module with the other firmware modules
permits the highest data communications rate consistent
with scanning printing and a single microprocessor system.
Once printing is completed, the mechanism module passes
control back to the output module, which in turn passes
control to the background and master control module, thus
returning the system to the idle state.
The last firmware module is the diagnostic module,
which is partially dependent on the other modules. The
diagnostic module checks the printer's ability to function
by testing the performance of the RAM buffer, the character
ROM, and the microprocessor during the power-on selftest. If the user invokes the printable self-test, the diagnostic
module acts as a pseudo input module and generates the
pattern to be printed. The diagnostic module also generates
the printer's signature analysis patterns when invoked by
a service technician.
Packaging

The top case has an integrally molded paper guide to
ensure that single sheets of paper are loaded straight and
that the print region is positioned correctly on the paper.
A plastic paper separator designed to lock into the main
frame separates the incoming and exiting paper when fanfold paper is used. This piece is removable; it is primarily
intended to prevent friction between the edge perforations
of fanfold paper. When not needed, it can be set aside.
Another significant objective was the elimination of a
cooling fan. By venting the case in appropriate locations
and by optimizing the distribution of heat-emitting compo
nents on the printed circuit board, the design team was
able to dissipate enough of the heat build-up during oper
ation to eliminate the need for a noisy, power-consuming
fan.

1 . Early testing eliminated one potential vendor.
2. The optical switches evaluated were optionally available with
narrow apertures over the emitter and detector. Contrary to
expectations, testing revealed that the parts with narrow aper
tures were less accurate, with much more unpredictable back
lash measurement error.
3. Analysis of test results predicted that for midrange values of
RL, changes in I, did not affect the system response signifi
cantly. This conclusion led to simplification of the design by
eliminating components designed to regulate I, more tightly.
Andrew D. Sleeper
Reliability Engineer
Portable Computer Division

Mechanism

The mechanism design approach was to integrate as
much detail as possible into one piece. The final design
consists of an injection-molded mainframe onto which the
paper feed system and head drive system are mounted.
The mounting is accomplished with screws or snap rings
to simplify assembly. This approach also allows excellent
control of tolerances by keeping the parts count low and
integrating on one piece functions that must be positioned
accurately with respect to each other.
The decision to mount the printhead drive separately
was made because of the tight tolerance required to accom
modate head position accuracy. Since the printhead car
riage motor is the most used motor and it steps rapidly
(1200 steps/s), this area was also the focus for noise minimi
zation. The system consists of a step motor that, through
a 5:1 gear drive, moves a drive drum and cable system to
which the carriage is attached. The velocity of the carriage
in the print region is constant enough to allow for interpo
lation of its position between the motor steps. As such, the
mechanism is able to resolve horizontal movements as fine
as a half dot position (0.005 in]. The carriage rides on a
single rod and is guided by a track molded into the main
frame. To the left of the home switch, the track is curved
to cause the carriage to tilt back away from the paper for
paper loading or printhead replacement.
The paper feed system uses a step motor directly
mounted to the mainframe and driving, through a 6:1 gear
train, a combination grit/pin-wheel drive. Each step of the
motor moves the paper one vertical dot position (0.0104
in) and 16 steps are required to advance the paper one line
(at 6 lines per inch).
Fanfold paper is pulled through the mechanism using
pin wheels with pins of 0.5-inch pitch to engage the edge
perforations. The right pin-wheel assembly is horizontally
adjustable to allow for variations between metric and En
glish paper widths.
A grit-wheel system feeds single sheets through the
mechanism. Since the grit drive is engaged even when
fanfold, pin-fed paper is in use, it is necessary to ensure
that both drives work in harmony. Some slippage occurs
when feeding fanfold paper because the pins on the pin
wheel tend to elongate the holes in the edges of the paper.
Hence, to maintain proper line spacing, the pin-wheel di
ameter is increased slightly above the theoretical diameter
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to compensate for this slippage. However, the grit-wheel
drive has very little slippage and its diameter does not
need to be increased to maintain proper line spacing. This
overcomes any feed problems that would otherwise occur
when fanfold paper is in use.
Manufacturing

The utility printer market demands a quality product
that can be manufactured in high volume. To achieve this,
it was imperative that manufacturability be an important
design objective. The Thinkjet Printer is designed for fab
rication in a continuous assembly line and use of just-intime materials flow. The assembly flow consists of two
primary lines; one for the mechanism and one for the
printed circuit board. These lines feed into a third line
where final assembly and customized packaging take place.
Each line has dedicated test stations to ensure functionality
before the unit is passed on. Any rework that is needed
takes place immediately and the line paces to a "quality"
output rather than to quantity. For instance, if testing or
visual inspection shows a problem on the mechanism, the
whole line is halted while repair is made. This ensures
that quality problems get maximum attention, workman
ship defects are clearly identified, and associated proce
dures are changed immediately. This method of manufac
ture requires that the designers incorporate suitable checks
or tests, and that routine adjustments be avoided.
During the design phase, a significant effort was required
to ensure that all significant parameters were thoroughly
evaluated and the corresponding critical dimensions were
documented and verified for high-volume producibility at
the part vendor's facilities and within HP manufacturing.
The product also underwent extensive life testing. The
goal was to withstand 3.5 million print lines and 100,000
page movements without print quality deterioration. If a
malfunction occurred, it was to be minimal and totally
recoverable. In addition to HP's standard environmental
testing, several special environments were devised. We
were concerned that dry, low-temperature air would cause
the paper to build a large electrostatic charge as it passed
over the plastic platen of the mechanism. This condition
was tested and it was determined that the best results could
be obtained through the use of a conductive polymer in
the platen, which eliminates the need for a tinsel strip or
wire cage as required on some utility printers. Because of

limitations of conventional environmental chamber capa
bilities, the testing was done in the local mountains and
was an extremely popular assignment during ski season.
One of the objectives for the project team was to
maximize the flexibility of the manufacturing line. This
means that necessary model changes and production vol
ume changes must be easily accommodated. To accomplish
this, we chose to assemble the mechanism using only sim
ple tools. Some of the special design features used to ac
complish this objective include several plastic-to-plastic
snap details â€” the platen-to-mainframe assembly, the drive
drum assembly, and the flexible-circuit-to-head-carriage
assembly. All the rods are held in place with simple Eshaped snap rings and screws are used only where rigid
joining of heavy or tensioned parts is required.
Inquisitive readers owning an HP 2225 Printer may also
wonder why we use the "funny" screw heads that are mak
ing it difficult for you to disassemble your printer. The
screw drive scheme was chosen to minimize the strain on
operators who do the same action for eight hours per day.
In this case, Torxâ„¢ drive heads have been found to
minimize the possibility of repetitive motion injuries and
operator fatigue.
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Thermodynamics and Hydrodynamics of
Thermal Ink Jets
by Ross R. Allen, John D. Meyer, and William R. Knight
MANY OF THE SPECIAL FEATURES of HewlettPackard's Thinkjet technology depend on the for
mation, growth, and collapse of a microscopic bub
ble of vaporized ink. This compact energy source can be
placed in the ideal location for a drop-on-demand ink jet â€”
right at the nozzle. This allows the design of a compact,
disposable, multinozzle printhead that is very energy-effi
cient and can be used in portable and battery-powered
printers.
The components of the Thinkjet printhead are shown in
Fig. 1. The assembly consists of a molded plastic case, ink
bladder, front plate with ink filter and capillary, and thinfilm subassembly. The elegant simplicity of this device
belies the underlying complexity of the thermo- and hydro
dynamics of the Thinkjet printing process.
In other drop-on-demand technologies, such as piezo
electric drive, the pressure pulse ejecting an ink droplet
may be modulated in amplitude and duration to some de
gree by the electrical drive pulse. Similarly, a range of
bubble impulses can be obtained in a thermal ink jet by
choosing different voltage/pulse-width combinations. In
each case, the operating point must produce very high fluid
superheat to achieve repeatable and reliable vaporization.
The pressure-time characteristics of the thermal ink-jet
drive are further influenced by the selection of the ink, the
thermal behavior of the substrate, and the geometry of the

Fig. is . Thinkjet printhead. The assembled printhead (top) is
composed of a plastic housing (left), a rubber bladder to hold
the ink (center), and a thin-film substrate assembly containing
the ink-jet array (right).

heater and nozzle. Successful implementation of thermal
ink-jet technology requires control of the bubble formation
and droplet ejection processes through sophisticated ther
mal and hydrodynamic design.
Bubble Nucleation and Growth

Generation of thermal ink-jet vapor bubbles does not lie
within the regime of conventional boiling. When a sub
stance changes into the vapor phase under reversible heat
addition, the process occurs at a well-defined temperature
for a specified ambient pressure. Large thermal gradients,
inertial limitations on vapor bubble formation, and the un
availability of nucleation sites produce nonequilibrium
conditions allowing superheating of the ink. The amount
of superheat is measured by the number of degrees above
the boiling point required for vapor bubble formation, and
superheat is only a few degrees for conventional boiling.
A thermal ink-jet vapor bubble that ejects ink droplets
with repeatable velocity and volume is obtained only when
the fluid/heater interface temperature approaches the ink's
superheat limit. This is approximately 90% of the fluid's
critical temperature (i.e., the point beyond which a liquid
phase no longer exists). The critical temperature depends
solely on the physical properties of the fluid, whereas the
superheat limit depends on ambient pressure and fluid
properties. For Thinkjet inks, the superheat limit is about
330Â°C at atmospheric pressure.
Bubble nucleation and the behavior of the ink fluid under
superheated conditions determines the stability of bubble
generation and droplet ejection. Three nucleation mecha
nisms are possible in a superheated fluid. Nucleation at
surface sites occurs on a heated surface where vapor is
trapped in minute cracks or pits. This can occur over a
wide range of superheat conditions and depends on the
size of the site, temperature gradients in the fluid near the
heated surface, and whether vapor is present.
At fluid temperatures close to the critical point, both
homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation are possible.
These two mechanisms involve the creation of bubble nu
clei from fluctuations in molecular density occurring at
elevated temperatures. Homogeneous nucleation occurs
within the fluid and is characterized by the temperature
at the superheat limit. Heterogeneous nucleation occurs at
a liquid/solid interface and its characteristic temperature
depends on the properties of this interface.
For a thermal ink jet, homogeneous nucleation with its
independence from heater surface properties is a desirable
mechanism for producing repeatable vapor bubbles. Unfor
tunately, it is difficult to create and maintain surfaces of
sufficient perfection to eliminate surface sites. When pres
ent, limit sites initiate nucleation before the superheat limit
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Fig. 2. Small irregularities in a heated surface create low-tem
perature nucleation sites for bubbles in the heated fluid.

is reached and the bubble nuclei thus created dominate
the nucleation sequence by suppressing more energetic,
higher-temperature nucleation mechanisms. Under these
conditions, the release of energy is highly random and
results in unstable droplet ejection. Much of the develop
ment of the Thinkjet technology involved understanding
bubble formation and selecting conditions that inhibit lowtemperature nucleation sites.
Low-temperature nucleation sites can be suppressed by
high heating rates that quickly bring the fluid close to the
superheat limit. Typical thermal ink-jet heaters generate
power densities of 500 megawatts per square meter for
periods of three to six microseconds. Since it would take
about 100 million typical thermal ink-jet heaters to cover
a square meter, the actual power is more manageable â€” 5
watts.
Fig. 2 shows a vapor forming at a surface site. Conditions
for bubble growth can be predicted from the isotherms in
the fluid near the heater surface. These isotherms can be
obtained analytically or from computer simulations. A
model of the vapor bubble includes surface tension and
the Clausius-Clapeyron relation between saturated vapor
pressure and temperature. Results from this analysis relate
heating rates and pulse widths to the quality of nucleation.
Fig. 3 shows temperature profiles in the fluid each micro
2 7 0

second during a six-microsecond heating pulse. Superim
posed on these profiles is a curve representing conditions
for surface site nucleation called the "activation curve."
When a temperature profile crosses this curve, nucleation
will occur at the site whose temperature and characteristic
size are determined by the point of intersection. For the
heating rate used in this analysis, Fig. 3 shows that no
nucleation can occur before 4.5 microseconds, and the first
sites activated have a dimension of 0.25 /am when the
superheat temperature is 170Â°C. There is no guarantee that
surface sites are available for bubble nucleation when acti
vation conditions are met, because the surface may not
have features at this roughness scale and existing features
may not be primed with vapor.
Vaporization will not occur across the entire heater sur
face if only a few random sites are activated at the end of
the heating pulse, because these isolated bubbles cannot
grow large enough before the fluid temperature relaxes
below that required to sustain vaporization. Under practi
cal operating conditions, nucleation will initiate at a few
discrete sites and additional heating will quickly activate
higher-temperature sites until nucleation occurs over the
whole surface. Under these conditions, it is possible to
obtain heterogeneous nucleation approaching the quality
of homogeneous nucleation.
This model successfully interprets a wide variety of bub
ble behavior and explains qualitatively why high heating
rates and short pulse widths produce more stable nuclea
tion and droplet ejection. Under these conditions, bubble
vaporization time after nucleation occurs is on the order
of one microsecond and peak pressures approach 14 atmo
spheres, depending on the choice of fluid.
Thermodynamics of the Fluid and Thin Films

A cross-sectional view of a Thinkjet printhead's thin-film
structures is shown in Fig. 4. It consists of a substrate of
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Fig. 3. Temperature profiles in the
ink as a function of the duration of
the heating pulse. The activation
curve shows the temperature pro
file that must be exceeded for va
porization to occur.
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Fig. 4. Crass section of the thinfilm structure for a ThinkJet printhead. The close-up view on the
left shows the conductor-heater
interface.

glass, an underlayer beneath the heater, a thin-film resistor
heater, metallic electrical conductors, and a passivation
layer. The substrate provides structural support for the
thin-film structure, whose total thickness is less than 3 /am.
The underlayer controls heat diffusion into the base from
the heaters. A heater is formed by etching away portions
of the conductor material, thus exposing the underlying
resistor layer. The surface is covered with a passivation
layer protecting the heaters and conductors from chemical
attack.
Control of bubble nucleation requires precise thermal
design of the substrate and thin films, but experimental
temperature measurement is complicated by the short
times and small dimensions of the heating process. A typ
ical thermal ink-jet heater is 50 to 100 /urn square and 100
nm thick, and can reach 400Â°C within five microseconds.
Consequently, computer simulations have been an essen
tial tool for prediction of temperature distributions within
the substrate, thin films, and ink.
During a practical heating pulse, whose duration is two
to six microseconds, heat can diffuse only a small distance
into the fluid and substrate â€” 2 to 3 /nm. For heaters 50 to
100 /urn square, the temperature field will be highly uniform
across the resistor surface (away from the connections to
the metallic conductors). Because printing requires many
repeated pulses, and in actual operation heat diffuses into
the substrate, ink, and nozzle plate, a temperature field can
be predicted accurately only with a three-dimensional
analysis. A three-dimensional model gives operating tem
peratures and can evaluate heat dissipation mechanisms,
but is time-consuming to construct and evaluate and re
quires characterization of many physical processes. These
processes, involving transient conditions and many mate
rials, may have parameters that are unknown or difficult
to measure. Fortunately, over the time scale of bubble
lifetime (about 20 microseconds), a one-dimensional model
adequately predicts the thermal environment over most of
the heater surface and can be used to develop rules for
substrate thermal design.

Fig. 5 shows the temperature profiles calculated from a
one-dimensional model at two, four, and six microseconds
after the start of a six-microsecond heating pulse. The onedimensional model can simulate uniform, instantaneous
nucleation over the entire heater surface. Choosing the tem
perature of bubble formation to be the superheat limit gives
good agreement between analytical models of bubble
growth and experimental results. But using this as a criter
ion for nucleation overestimates the initial pressure and
bubble energy because the nucleation process is strongly
time dependent.
350 T
Substrate

Liquid

300

Fig. 5. Temperature profiles for structure in Fig. 4 calculated
from a one-dimensional model for a &-/JLS heating pulse.
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Fig. 6. Temperature profiles after bubble nucleation at 6 Â¿is
calculated from one-dimensional model. The bubble forms
on top of the passivation layer and grows to the right.

This model assumes nucleation at six microseconds
when the fluid reaches its superheat limit â€” 330Â°C. This is
not inconsistent with the analysis of surface site activation
presented in Fig. 3, because that model predicts only the
minimum conditions for activation of the first site.
Fig. 6 shows the temperature field after bubble nucleation
at six microseconds. Notice that the fluid temperature re
laxes very quickly. The large temperature gradients near
the bubble surface come from heat conduction to the va
porizing fluid and to the ink. The cool fluid ahead of the
bubble removes energy available for vaporization at the
advancing bubble wall. The decay time to ambient of the
thermal profile from its initial state at bubble nucleation
is several microseconds, and the high-pressure phase of
bubble growth, which accelerates fluid in the ink-jet nozzle,
is expected to be of this order. Experiments measuring
bubble acoustic energy with high-frequency hydrophones
verify that the pressure pulse has this short-lived character.
The thermal effects of the passivation layer are effectively
analyzed with a one-dimensional model. Fig. 7 relates ef
fective pulse energy to pulse width for no passivation and
three thicknesses of passivation: 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 /Â¿m. The
heating pulse energy required for bubble nucleation de
creases with pulse width but increases with passivation
thickness. Obviously, short pulse widths and thin layers
are more desirable to minimize input energy and printhead
heating.
A thicker passivation layer causes more heat to diffuse
into the substrate. For continuous operation, the tempera
ture of the entire structure increases, and this can affect
bubble nucleation and degrade print quality. Furthermore,
the temperature gradient across the passivation increases

with decreasing pulse widths. This means higher heater
temperatures and greater thermal stresses, which affect re
liability and useful life. It is possible to control heat dissi
pation and thermal efficiency through careful selection of
the base material and use of an underlayer beneath the
heater.
A base material such as glass has a low thermal diffusivity
and heat builds up locally near the heaters. Since the ejec
tion of warm ink represents about 50% of the printhead
heat dissipation, efficient heat transfer between the sub
strate and the ink is an important design objective. This
requires conducting thermal energy away from the heaters
into a large wetted area.
A silicon base with a layer of silicon dioxide between
the base and the heater greatly improves printhead cooling.
Compared to glass, the higher thermal diffusivity of silicon
promotes the lateral flow of heat along the fluid-substrate
interface. The substrate is therefore at a more uniform tem
perature and more heat is transferred to the ink. The silicondioxide layer must be thick enough to insulate the heater
from the silicon while the pulse is on, but thin enough to
allow rapid relaxation of the temperature field between
pulses. This ensures that the bubble collapses on a cool
surface, preventing a secondary vaporization cycle. Typi
cally, 1 to 3 /urn of silicon dioxide satisfy both criteria for
pulse widths up to six microseconds and repetition rates
to 8 kHz.
Fluid Mechanics of the Bubble and Ink Droplet

Much of the experimental evaluation of drop ejection
from thermal ink-jet printheads is done by microscopic
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Fig. 7. Graph of effective pulse energy versus pulse width
for no passivation and three different passivation layer
thicknesses.
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observation of droplets under flashtube illumination. Con
trolling the delay between the heating and illumination
pulses allows observation of single or multiple drops at
different times in the ejection cycle. Fig. 8 shows a drop
20 microseconds after the rising edge of the electrical input
to the heater.
Measurement of drop velocity and shape are made with
calibrated optics and photographic or video recording.
Other important behavior such as refill time and drop sta
bility (and quality) can also be studied optically. Special
printheads with glass walls and nozzle plates have been
fabricated to observe bubble expansion and collapse, drop
breakoff , and refill within operating nozzles. But, even with
these experimental tools, it is difficult to correlate observed
effects with underlying physical processes.
A computer simulation of the thermal ink jet was de
veloped to gain a fundamental understanding of the physics
of drop ejection. The model was used to study the effects
of nozzle geometry and bubble dynamics on drop forma
tion. Fluid dynamics were modeled by the two-dimen
sional Navier-Stokes equations in cylindrical coordinates
using a classical "marker-and-cell" finite-difference
scheme. This method is used for fluid flows with liquid/
vapor interfaces called "free surfaces." The evolving free
surface is defined by marker particles that move according
to fluid velocities near the surface.
Viscosity and surface tension are important effects at free
surfaces of ink drops and vapor bubbles. For this study,
new numerical techniques were developed for complete
treatment of free-surface boundary conditions which in
clude viscous normal and tangential stresses, surface ten
sion, and continuity. Multiple sets of differencing schemes
are used to compute these boundary conditions even when
the surface becomes highly distorted. The model can simu
late arbitrarily complex but axisymmetric nozzle shapes
using a library of solid-wall boundary conditions for wall

Fig. 8. Photomicrograph of the ejection of an ink droplet 20
IJLS after the application of the electrical pulse to the heater.

geometries near a computational cell.
The simulation code was written in Fortran and a typical
simulation using a 4-fj.m grid and a time step of 10
nanoseconds required about 70 CPU hours on a super mini
computer to model 50 microseconds of the drop ejection
cycle.
In the simulations, the fluid is initially at rest and the
nozzle meniscus is deformed by the subatmospheric pres
sure in the ink reservoir. (This pressure is generated by the
deformed ink bladder and is necessary to prevent ink from
flowing freely out of the pen.) Surface tension of the menis
cus in each nozzle supports this subatmospheric pressure.
The vapor bubble is given an initial pressure and volume
and then expands as its surface moves with the local fluid
velocities. The bubble pressure is computed from its vol
ume using the perfect gas law. Velocities in the fluid are
produced by the pressure gradients between the vapor bub
ble and the atmosphere and are affected by boundary con
ditions at the nozzle walls and free surfaces.
Fig. 9 shows graphical output from the simulation of a
converging nozzle. The smooth nozzle contour is approx
imated piecewise along grid boundaries. The refill channel
is simulated by an annular restriction and boundary condi
tions derived for radially symmetric, unsteady flow be
tween two flat plates. The two-dimensional flow field is
axisymmetric, and its graphical representation has been
split into the velocity field (left half) and the pressure field
(right half). The velocity field is described by streamers
fixed at the cell centers. The length and direction of each
streamer gives the local velocity. A streamer of one cell
length represents a velocity of 10 m/s. The pressure field
is filled with symbols whose size is proportional to pressure.
Fig. 9a shows the drop emerging five microseconds after
formation of the vapor bubble. The bubble has expanded
off the resistor. Its pressure is 0.43 atmosphere and its
volume is 49 picoliters. Bubble surface velocities are now
about 4 m/s. The pressure is close to atmospheric near the
nozzle exit and within the drop (note the size of the pres
sure symbols). As the nozzle cross-sectional area decreases,
continuity causes the fluid to accelerate against an adverse
pressure gradient. The centerline velocity at the nozzle exit
is 10 m/s and at the head of the drop is 16 m/s. Velocities
in the nozzle are low except in a cylindrical region extend
ing back from the exit. This nozzle is efficient because low
velocities and gradients near the walls (except in the exit
region) reduce viscous losses. Flow is seen out the refill
channel in the lower left corner of the figure.
Fig. 9b shows the drop at 15 microseconds when the
bubble begins to collapse. The bubble pressure is 0.22 atmo
sphere and its volume is 77 picoliters. The meniscus is
reentering the nozzle at 8 m/s. A large velocity gradient is
seen along the drop between the head (13.3 m/s) and the
region of fluid behind the meniscus (-8 m/s). Outside the
nozzle, some fluid is seen to have no axial velocity. Nearby,
the drop diameter is decreasing as fluid flows back into
the nozzle. Pressure within the drop is typically 1.06 atmo
spheres and increases to 1.1 atmospheres at the head and
minimum-diameter region because of surface tension and
the small radii of curvature. Although surface tension has
an effect, drop breakoff is primarily driven by velocity gra
dients in the region near the nozzle exit plane, and these
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arise from bubble collapse.
The nozzle meniscus moves back into the nozzle during
bubble collapse. This "reflow" has a significant effect on
breakoff, droplet shape, and distribution of fluid velocities.
During bubble expansion, the nozzle throat is filled with
fluid and its impedance is comparable to the refill chan
nel's. Nozzle impedance decreases substantially when air
enters the nozzle during bubble collapse. Because the refill
channel is always filled, its impedance remains high while
reflow provides most of the volume flow for bubble col
lapse. High velocities develop at the meniscus surface
when little fluid mass supports a large pressure gradient.
At 24 microseconds, the drop has broken off and Fig. 9c
shows the meniscus retracting into the nozzle as the bubble
is in the final stage of collapse. (The free ink droplet was

not simulated in this particular study.) The bubble pressure
is 1.3 atmospheres and its surface velocity is 10 m/s. (Num
bers in the pressure field are pressure to the nearest atmo
sphere). Nozzle reflow produced by bubble collapse is seen
clearly in the velocity field. Stability of the meniscus during
bubble collapse is important to prevent trapping air in the
nozzle.
The volume and curvature of the nozzle meniscus deter
mine refill time (and maximum ejection frequency) because
surface tension provides the pressure differential to draw
ink from the reservoir. The volume of ink required is equal
to the volume of air drawn in by the reentrant meniscus
and this volume is larger than that of the ejected droplet
by the volume of f luid forced down the refill channel during
bubble lifetime. This fluid is stored temporarily in the per-

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. nozzle. length of ink droplet ejection through a converging nozzle. Streamer length in left
half velocity length plot indicates magnitude and direction of fluid velocity (one cell length =10 m/s).
The right half of each plot indicates pressure with symbols whose size corresponds to the
pressure, (a) Five microseconds after bubble format/on, (b) Fifteen microseconds. The bubble
is beginning to collapse, (c) Twenty-four microseconds. The droplet has been ejected upward
(not shown) and the bubble is in the final stage of collapse.
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turbed menisci of neighboring nozzles, and may create
crosstalk problems unless consideration is given to ejection
order, timing, and layout of the nozzle pattern.

was essential to bring the thermal ink jet from invention
to a practical technology.

Conclusion

The authors express their appreciation to the staff of the
HP Computer Research Center and Bob Moody of the HP
Scientific Computer Center for making their resources
available during the development and use of the numerical
simulations.

The complexity of the physical processes underlying
Thinkjet technology required sophisticated modeling and
computer simulations to develop design rules and to relate
experimental observations to underlying physical causes.
The complementary interaction of analysis and experiment
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Development of the Thin-Film Structure for
the ThinkJet Printhead
by Eldurkar V. Bhaskar and J. Stephen Aden
THE DISPOSABLE PRINTHEAD (Fig. 1) used in the
Thinkjet Printer consists of a glass substrate
sandwiched with a nickel manifold containing twelve
microscopic nozzles and mounted on a plastic body, which
carries the ink supply. Each nozzle can supply ink on de
mand from the printer as the printhead scans across the
paper. The droplets of ink are ejected by instantaneously
vaporizing a tiny volume of ink. The vapor bubble grows
rapidly and gives momentum to the ink above the bubble,
which in turn is propelled through the nozzle onto the
paper. Ink is refilled automatically to the nozzle area by
capillary action.
An enlarged cross-sectional view of the Thinkjet printhead through a single nozzle is shown in Fig. 2. The printhead resistor structure for thermally exciting the ink ejec
tion is fabricated on a glass substrate using standard 1C
processing techniques. Fig. 3 shows a flow chart of the
processing steps. A dielectric material such as sputtered
silicon dioxide is deposited first on the glass substrate as
a barrier film to prevent leaching of impurities from the
glass into the resistor and conductor films. The resistor
film is tantalum-aluminum and is magnetron sputter depos
ited. Aluminum doped with a small percentage of copper
is deposited next by magnetron sputtering to form the con
ductor film. The resistor-conductor films are photolithographically patterned to form a single column of 1 2 resistors
connected by a common conductor on one end and termi
nated by 12 individual pads (terminals) on their other ends.
The resistors are covered with ink-resistant passivation
films. A polyimide coating further protects the passivation
and the underlying thin films from degradation by the ink.
To improve contact reliability, the aluminum pads are
coated with nickel and gold films.
An electroformed nickel plate with twelve nozzles is
attached to the thin-film substrate such that the orifices
are aligned with respect to the resistors and a capillary

cavity exists between each orifice and resistor. To print a
dot, the selected resistor is energized by a suitable electrical
pulse and heated to several hundred degrees Celsius in a
few microseconds. The ink-vapor bubble formed adjacent
to the resistor propels an ink droplet out of the nozzle to
form a dot on the paper. After the electrical pulse is turned
off, the vapor bubble collapses, subjecting the thin-film
passivation to severe hydraulic forces. During the operation
and life of the printhead, the passivation experiences severe
electrical, thermal, mechanical, and chemical stresses. De
veloping a passivation film for these exacting requirements
presented some interesting challenges.
Material Selection

Several different materials were tried out as the passiva-

Orifice Plate
with
Nozzle Array

Resistor Array
Substrate

Bladder
(Ink Supply)

Fig. 1 . The disposable ThinkJet printhead cartridge contains
12 thin-film resistors and mating ink-jet nozzles arranged in
a vertical column and supplied by a rubber bladder filled with
ink.
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Orifice
Plate

TaAl
SiO, Barrier Resistor
Glass Substrate

Fig. 2. Cross section of a single ThinkJet printhead nozzle
and thin-film resistor structure.

tion layer for the ThinkJet printhead. Sputtered aluminum
oxide was the first material tried, based on HP's previous
thermal printhead experience. But the resistors would open
up and fail within a few hundred thousand cycles of oper
ation. The resistor failures were mainly caused by the large
number of pinholes in the passivation and poor step cover
age over the aluminum conductor edge. Also, over the long
term the aluminum oxide was prone to chemical attack
from the ink. A thin metallic coating over the aluminum
oxide increased the life of some of the printheads to tens
of millions of cycles of operation. But the repeatability of
the process was poor because of the excessive number of
pinholes (30 to 100/cm2) inherent in a sputtered-down
dielectric such as the aluminum oxide film. Silicon carbide,
being mechanically hard and chemically inert, was the
next choice.1'2 In view of the inherent problems mentioned
above for RF sputtered-down processing, a plasma en
hanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) process, which
is a potentially low-particulate process, was explored for
depositing the silicon-carbide films.
The resistivity of the semiconducting silicon-carbide
films deposited by the PECVD process is low compared to
that of dielectric films. Hence, at the high operating temper
ature of the ThinkJet printhead, silicon-carbide films could
provide a parallel path for the electrical current. This in
deed occurred on heads passivated only with silicon-car
bide film; this was determined by observing anodization
of the film in the presence of ink and voltage on the resistor.
Therefore, a double-layer passivation scheme consisting of
insulating films such as silicon dioxide, silicon nitride,
silicon oxynitride, and chemically inert films such as sili
con carbide, each deposited by various techniques, was
investigated. As a result of this experiment, a PECVD sili
con nitride and silicon carbide combination was found to
be optimal in terms of low operating voltage and long life
of the printhead.

acceptable yields and reliability. The PECVD process is
used for the following reasons:
Â»'â€¢ Silicon carbide and silicon nitride films of any desired
composition can be deposited by suitably varying the
deposition conditions
Higher throughput than the magnetron sputtering pro
cess
* Demonstrated low pinhole count and conformal coatings
as an 1C passivation process
a Only low-temperature process suitable for glass sub
strates and available for depositing silicon-carbide films
of desirable properties.
In the beginning, some process refinement was neces
sary. Although the PECVD process has been widely ac
cepted in the 1C industry for depositing passivation and
intermediate dielectric layers, it has been used only on
silicon substrates.3 Substantial changes in the process and
hardware were required for the ThinkJet printhead because
of the use of glass substrates.
It was observed that silicon carbide films deposited at
higher temperatures were superior to those deposited at
lower temperatures in thermal and mechanical properties.
This may be explained by the fact that the films deposited
at a lower temperature include more hydrogen. The depo
sition temperature was fixed, and the other deposition pa
rameters such as power, total flow, and flow ratio of reactant gases were then optimized using factorial design exper
iment techniques.4
After optimizing the deposition process for the two films,
a full factorial experiment with star and center points using
silicon-carbide and silicon-nitride thicknesses as the two
variables was performed to identify the thickness ratio and
total thickness of the two films. The dependent parameters

Process Characterization

Having found the optimum combination of thin films for
passivation, the deposition process needed to be optimized
for manufacturing printheads on a production scale with
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Fig. 3. Flow chart of basic printhead fabrication process.

Fig. 4. SEM photomicrograph of cross section of the thin-film
resistor-conductor structure.

examined were operating voltage, life, pinhole density and
step coverage of the films.
The operating voltage and life were measured on finished
printheads fabricated from the different runs of this exper
iment. Printheads from the center of the substrate were
precision cross-sectioned, examined, and photographed in
a scanning electron microscope (SEM). A typical SEM pic
ture, as shown in Fig. 4, indicates good step coverage and
conformal silicon-nitride and silicon-carbide films over the
aluminum conductor edge. Pinhole density was measured
on the substrates and is plotted in Fig. 5 versus passivation
thickness. As one would expect, the pinhole density falls
off rather dramatically with increasing passivation thick
ness. Operating life was determined by testing a sample of
ten printheads from each run at 128% of the operating
voltage until a certain number of failures occurred. Weibull
analysis4 of the failure data gave a probability of survival
up to 2 million cycles of operation, which is the required
life of the printhead. Fig. 6 shows plots of probability of
survival at 2 million cycles versus silicon-nitride thickness
with silicon-carbide thickness as the third parameter.

printhead. Perhaps one of the more formidable problems
is providing reliable passivation of the thin-film resistor
array which must operate while in direct contact with liq
uid ink. The dyes used in the ink contribute ionic contami
nants that make the ink an effective electrolyte. As men
tioned earlier, the thin-film circuit must be physically,
chemically, and electrically isolated from the ink to provide
processing flexibility without imposing too many con
straints on the thin-film materials set.
Proper ink bubble and droplet formation require very
specific, well-controlled thermal characteristics as well as
cavitation resistance and chemical inertness. The two-layer
structure of silicon nitride and silicon carbide discussed
above was developed to meet these requirements. Unfortu
nately, this structure has a small but finite defect density.
Therefore, an additional redundant passivation process
was added to enhance printhead process yield and lifetime.
Process yield is a direct function of the probability of a
given printhead having zero defects in the ink-wetted area.
This yield is an inverse exponential function of both defect
density and ink-wetted area (see Fig. 7). As the plot illus
trates, the yield is a very strong function of both factors.
That is,
% Yield = 100 exp(-DA)
where D = defect density and A = ink-wetted area.
The strategy used for the Thinkjet printhead was to
minimize both the ink-wetted surface area of the circuit
and the effective defect density over the resistors them
selves. Both concepts are useful in reducing the probability
of thin-film failure.
Precisely controlled thermal characteristics are only re
quired of the passivation over the resistors. The rest of the
ink-wetted area is covered with a redundant polyimide
passivation, effectively reducing the wetted area by a factor
of forty.
Polyimide has a number of very useful properties for this
application. It has been proven to be an excellent conformal

Thin-Film Passivation Enhancement

Thermal ink-jet technology imposes a series of very harsh
constraints on the choice of materials throughout the ink-jet
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Fig. 5. Pinhole density versus passivation layer thickness.
(Scales are normalized to nominal values.)

Fig. 6. Probability of printhead survival to two million cycles
with 90% confidence as a function of silicon-carbide and
silicon-nitride film thicknesses. (Thicknesses are normalized
to nominal values.)
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Fig. ink- Thin-film passivation reliability yield as related to inkwetted area A and effective defect density D (#/cm2).

coating, giving good coverage over particles, metal steps,
and voids. Since the material can be spin-coated in a wide
variety of thicknesses up to 10 /urn, it offers the fundamental
advantage of being relatively insensitive to the defects that
cause pinholes in the more conventional plasma-deposited
films. The material is quite inert chemically and is both
resilient and strong, giving good mechanical protection.
Polyimide is also a stable dielectric under a variety of environ
mental conditions. One of the most important properties
is that the material can be readily applied and processed
with normal microelectronic photoresist techniques.
The primary process design goals were to build an effec
tive redundant passivation process that would fit into the
existing fabrication process in the simplest way possible.
The initial process was therefore set up as a wet-etch, posi
tive-photoresist process.
Early experiments showed that an organosilane adhesion
promoter is required before spin-coating the polyimide to
achieve reliable adhesion to silicon carbide. Positive photo
resist is then applied and selectively exposed on top of the
partially cured polyimide. The photoresist developing and

Fig. 8. SEM photomicrograph of thin-film resistor exposed
through opening in the polymide redundant passivation.

polyimide etching are done simultaneously in the photo
resist developer. The resist is then removed in a simple,
room-temperature solvent process. Finally, the film is
cured in a high-temperature nitrogen bake.
The lateral dimensional constraints of Â±10 /am for this
level are so loose that they allow considerable overetching
to minimize residues while avoiding endpoint detection
difficulties common to wet processing. This conveniently
provides smooth radiused corners without sharp discon
tinuities that could retain small gas bubbles near the resis
tors (see Fig. 8).
Considerably improved dimensional control has been
obtained by using less overetching, but this usually requires
an extra cleaning process, such as low-pressure oxygen
plasma, to remove residues from the vias. Plasma etching
of fully cured polyimide was also effective, but not required
for this application.
The effective defect density includes a variety of defect
types. Any type of defect that might allow ink to reach the
thin-film metalization is considered to be a fatal defect.
This includes pinholes intrinsic to the passivation, particulate inclusions, microcracks along conductor edges, and
others. Optimization of the deposition process described

SiO,

Fig. 9. SEM photomicrograph of
passivation micmcrack over the
aluminum conductor.
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Fig. 1 0. (a) Beveled aluminum conductor edge before passivation, (b) Cross section of beveled
aluminum conductor edge after passivation. Note absence of cusp formation at step.

above must address the first two types of defect, and to
some extent, the third. It is interesting to note that, in spite
of the large lateral dimensions involved, the film thick
nesses required for rapid heat transfer make printhead re
liability very sensitive to submicrometer particulate con
tamination.
The third type of passivation defect, microcracks along
conductor edges, is of particular concern in this technology.
The high-temperature thermal cycling of the resistors re
sults in large temperature gradients and stress buildup
along the resistor conductor boundaries. Any abrupt slope
discontinuity in the passivation at this edge is likely to
cause a failure (see Fig. 9). To avoid this, the aluminum

conductor edges are beveled to improve the subsequent
step coverage (see Fig. 10).
This beveling is difficult to control, and is very sensitive
to surface quality, materials, and process variations. The
greater the beveling effect desired, the more difficult critical
dimension control becomes. Fortunately, with lateral di
mensions in the 100-/um range, the control requirements
still allow the use of this technique in a wet-chemical etch
ing process.
Using a redundant passivation coating to reduce the inkwetted area to a minimum and beveling conductor edges
to reduce effective defect densities are both done to provide
process latitude. Reliability is a statistical concept that de(continued on page 33)
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Where the Ink Hits the Paper...
To operate in the ThinkJet printhead, the ink must be able to
withstand a rather extreme temperature excursion of well over
300 degrees Celsius. Another requirement is complete lack of
clogging of the ink-jet orifices for the entire lifetime of the printhead cartridge. Next, the system must print legible, dark print
over the entire operating temperature of the printer. To avoid
decomposition of the materials of the cartridge during long-term
storage, analysis and reduction of the ink's corrosiveness and
chemical reactivitiy to the printhead components was necessary.
Initially, it was expected that some commercially available inks
would be acceptable. After some testing, however, it was deter
mined that a key to the success of this product would be to
develop an ink internally. Along with the above-mentioned re
quirements, experimentation determined that variations in the
surface tension and viscosity of the ink played a great role in
the ink droplet volume and velocity. Much of the initial testing of
the ink-jet technology had been performed with standard foun
tain-pen ink. This provided a starting point for ink development.
In a fountain pen, the tip is coated with a very hard, noncorroding substance. This allows the ink to be corrosive and not destroy
the print quality. In addition, the cap of a fountain pen provides
retention of a solvent-saturated atmosphere that inhibits drying
of the ink between uses. Because of space limitations, this ap
proach is not available to the ThinkJet printhead cartridge.
Analysis of the corrosive nature of inks led the team to conclude
that one decreasing the electrochemical activity of the ink, one
could any the lifetime of the printhead. The activity of any
solvent-solute system is determined by the ionic strength, the
mobility of the ions, and their reactivity. Each of these three
chemical mechanisms was altered to allow a less-reactive prod
uct. To decrease the activity, all unneeded ionic materials were
removed. The mobility issue was addressed by increasing the
size of the ions as well as changing the solvent to a more viscous
materiat. Reactivity was decreased by choosing less reactive
chemical ions.
The second item pursued was minimizing the drying-out prob
lem. Precipitation of the ink colorant in the printhead orifices was
determined to be the cause of the clogging problem seen in the
use of fountain-pen ink. By adding a low-vapor-pressure solvent
in which the colorant is still soluble to the basic ink solvent, the
ink in the orifice becomes a different chemical composition from
that in the main chamber. This additive has a very high viscosity
in its pure state, which reduces the rate of evaporation of the
basic lower-boiling-point solvent as its concentration decreases.
Since the colorant is soluble, and eventually no more of the basic
solvent escapes, a "liquid plug" forms in the orifice. Upon the
first ejects after a long span of rest, the printhead easily ejects
this liquid plug.
Another requirement is to pass the solution through a 1 -micro
meter filter to remove material that might easily clog the orifices.
In the chemical makeup of the ink, filtering is done quite fre
quently, and considerable care is used to avoid contamination
further along in the production of the printhead cartridge.
Kogation is defined as the plaque buildup found on the resis
tors of a thermal ink-jet head after several firings of the system
(see Fig. 1). It can cause the head to fail by insulating the resistor
from the ink supply, which reduces bubble generation. The major
source of kogation is the ink. By modifying the ink material ap
propriately, kogation can be varied from rapid buildup to exces
sive erosion. In the ThinkJet ink, formulas have been optimized
to provide a very slow buildup of plaque.

Conductor

â€¢ Resistor

-H

Fig. 1 . Microphotograph of kogation â€” the buildup of decom
posed ink on the resistor surface.

Volume
During the initial prototype era of ink manufacture at HP, vol
umes of 1 to 10 liters were produced at a time. At the onset of
production, to fill the needs of the many ThinkJet printhead car
tridges, we now manufacture ink in 500-liter batches. Analysis
of the components of the ink by UV-visible spectrophotometry
with an HP 8450A Spectrophotometer allows the direct storage
of the spectra on magnetic disc media. An HP 1081 B Liquid
Chromatograph is used to monitor the specific concentrations
of the multicomponent ink. Finally, viscosity, conductivity, surface
tension, specific ion concentration, and pH are all recorded and
checked for control. From every batch, an archived sample is
retained in addition to the computer-stored parameters to allow
complete traceability of the ink from any printhead cartridge pro
duced by HP by noting the serial number embossed on it.
Acknowledgments
Development of the ink to use in the ThinkJet printhead was
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pends on many factors. High-reliability ink-jet heads can
be built without these enhancements, but high-volume,
low-cost production inevitably involves variation of many
parameters. It is ven- useful to build process latitude into
the fundamental design of any device. In a very real sense,
latitude is reliability.
Sustaining the passivation process through production
brought out the importance of regular cleaning of the pro
cess chamber and hardware, proper precleaning of sub
strates, and operating a "clean" process, and the need for pro
cess monitors such as pinhole monitors and the thickness
monitor to yield a reliable Thinkjet printhead. A life test
is performed on a regular basis on a sample of twenty
printheads drawn from production assembly. A typical
Weibull plot of failures from such a life test to 200 million
cycles is shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen from this Weibull
plot that the predicted life of this lot with 95% probability
of survival with 90% confidence is 25 million cycles, which
is much greater than 2 million cycles â€” the required life of
the pen to print 500 pages. Said another way, the predicted
reliability with 90% confidence at 2 million cycles is 99.2%.
Acknowledgments
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The ThinkJet Orifice Plate: A Part With
Many Functions
by Gary L. Siewell, William R. Boucher, and Paul H. McClelland

WHEN THE SUPERHEATED INK over the ener
gized thin-film resistor in the Thinkjet printhead
explodes into a vapor bubble, ink is forced out
ward in all directions. The orifice plate has the task of
directing this fluid flow into a drop traveling toward an
exact spot on a sheet of paper.
The orifice plate controls drop size and trajectory. It has
a strong influence on drop velocity. It facilitates the flow
of ink from the reservoir to the nozzle (refill). It contains
the turbulent fluid flow and inhibits ejection from adjacent
nozzles (crosstalk). The orifice plate (Fig. 1) is special in
that it achieves all of this in a single nickel electroforming
step (see box on page 35 for brief description of electroforming).
The nozzles are formed around a pillar of photoresist
with a very carefully controlled overplating process, which
helps determine the appropriate nozzle diameter to control
drop size and velocity. On each side of each nozzle are
barriers (see Fig. 2) that, when the orifice plate is bonded
to the thin-film substrate, form walls down to the surface
of the substrate. These barriers help inhibit adjacent noz
zles from ejecting spurious drops of ink when a nozzle is

energized by preventing direct fluid flow from one nozzle
area to another.
A manifold shaped like the outline of a grand piano rises
above the ink fill hole in the underlying thin-film substrate
and extends to the nozzles, allowing ink to flow easily for
maximum print rate. Slots are positioned just outside the
ends of the barriers to act as fluid flow shock absorbers,
preventing fluid flow pulses from ejecting ink from other
nozzles and venting any gas bubbles that might be ingested
during collapse of the main vapor bubble. Standoffs drop
down to the substrate surface at several points and, along
with the barriers, establish the critical capillary spacing.
These features must be achieved with near semiconductor
precision and they are done with multicelled mandrels,
which allow the high volume and low costs necessary for
a disposable printhead.
Engineering Challenges

What were the challenges? The design, of course, was a
challenge since most of the design evolved as painstaking
solutions to problems of print quality. As always, the first
law of development, the conservation of problems, was
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Separation Lines , Break Tab

the specified depth. The challenge here is to etch the entire
surface uniformly so that the subsequent barrier etch can
be done precisely.
The resist is removed and the mandrel is burnished and
cleaned again. A new coat of photoresist is spun on and
patterned to define the barriers and standoffs, which are
then etched. Each mandrel measures 7X7 inches and con
tains 3300 barriers and 2400 standoffs to make 240 potential
printheads per electroformed sheet.
The surface finish of the orifice plate is controlled by
the mechanical burnishing operations between the mandrel
etch steps. This mechanical surface finishing is important
for a smooth barrier etch, adhesion of the electroform dur
ing plating, and adhesion of the photoresist used for the
nozzles and parts separation. Etched and burnished man
drels have been used over 100 times and it appears that
the only mode of failure will be mishandling rather than
wear.
Orifice Plate

Fig. 1. Layout of the Th/nkJet printhead's orifice plate. This
electroformed piece is bonded to a thin-film resistor substrate
to form a high-performance ink-jet printing unit that can be
made inexpensively enough to be disposable after printing
the equivalent of 500 pages of text.

present. It seemed that just as one problem was nearly
solved another was discovered. We also experienced the
paradox to this law which can be stated, "If N more en
gineers are assigned to the project, they will unearth prob
lems that would have not otherwise have been discovered,
at a rate proportional to N + 1, such that the schedule will
not be significantly impacted."
However, the real challenges were making parts that met
the critical dimension tolerances, making parts that met
the volume requirements, and making parts at reasonable
yields (low cost).

The electroforming process for the orifice plate is out
lined in Fig. 4. The steps are:
â€¢ The stainless steel mandrel is laminated with dry film
photoresist.
I The resist is exposed and developed so that circular
pads, or pillars, are left where the orifices, or nozzles,
are desired.
The mandrel is electroplated with nickel. The photo
resist serves as a mask for the plating and nickel is de
posited only on the exposed stainless steel areas, includ
ing the insides of the grooves etched into the mandrel
to define the barrier walls and standoffs.
The plating is peeled from the mandrel. Since stainless
steel has an oxide surface, plated metals only weakly
adhere to it. Thus, the electroplated film can be removed
easily without damage,
i The photoresist is stripped from the nickel foil.
The nickel foil (see Fig. 5), or electroform, now has open
ings wherever the resist was on the mandrel. The resist is
also used to define the edges of an orifice plate, including
break tabs. This allows a large number of orifice plates to

Mandrel

Following the process flow, the raw material for the man
drel must be:
Capable of being etched with precision
Â» Capable of being plated with nickel with the exact adhe
sion so that delamination during electroforming is pre
vented, but the finished electroform is released without
deformation when desired
â€¢ Durable enough to maintain shape and finish through
at least fifty platings
â€¢ Readily available.
The material chosen is thin stainless steel, which can be
pulled flat on a vacuum chuck for precise photolithography.
The preparation of the stainless steel mandrel is outlined
in Fig. 3. After the mandrel plate is deburred, burnished,
and cleaned, a layer of photoresist is spun on the surface
and patterned to form protected areas where the manifolds
are desired. Then, the exposed surface area is etched to
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MANIFOLD

Fig. 2. Scanning electron microscope photomicrograph of
nozzle and barrier wall section of orifice plate.

A-A

A-A

Fig. 3. Mandrel fabrication pro
cess, (a) Round corners and deburr edges of the stainless steel
plate, (b) Burnish the surface, (c)
Clean surface and spin on positive
photoresist, (d) Expose and de
velop photoresist to define man
ifold areas, (e) Etch surface of ex
posed stainless steel, (f) Strip
photoresist, (g) Burnish surface to
round edges of raised manifold
areas, (h) Clean surface and spin
on a new coat of positive photo
resist, (i) Expose and develop
photoresist to define barrier wall
and standoff etch areas, (j) Etch
barrier wall and standoff trenches,
(k) Strip photoresist. Mandrel is
now ready for electroforming
orifice plates.

Electroforming
Electroforming is more commonly known as an adaptation of
electroplating. Most of us are familiar with electroplated items
such as jewelry, car bumpers, plumbing fixtures, and the printed
circuit boards used in our televisions, radios, etc. The electro
plating is accomplished by placing the part to be plated in a
tank that contains the plating solution and an anode (see Fig.
1). The plating solution contains ions of the metal to be plated
on the part and the anode is a piece of that same metal. The
part being plated is called the cathode. Direct current is then
applied between the anode and cathode, which causes the metal
ions in the solution to move toward the cathode and deposit on
it. The anode dissolves at the same rate that the metal is being
deposited on the cathode. This system is called an electroplating
cell.
At the anode, the metal atoms lose electrons and go into the
plating solution as cations. At the cathode, the reverse happens,
the metal ions in the plating solution pick up electrons from the
cathode and deposit themselves there as a metallic coating. The
chemical reactions at the anode and cathode, where M repre
sents the metal being plated, are:
Anode: M ~> M+ + e~
Cathode: M+ + e"

mandrel and, in fact, exactly replicates it on the side that con
tacted the mandrel. Examples of electroformed items are electric
razor screens and stamping dies for records. Even the rocket
nozzles on NASA's space shuttle are manufactured in this way.
The advantages that electroforming offers are:
â€¢ The accurate reproduction of fine details (record stamping
dies)
' The ability to form complex shapes out of a single piece of
material (rocket nozzles, intake scoops for jet aircraft)
* Significantly reduced manufacturing costs because the effort
put into the finely detailed mandrel can be amortized over the
many parts that can be formed with a single mandrel.

M

Electroforming is similar to electroplating, but there is a twist.
An object is electroplated with a metal, but the plating is then
separated from the object. The plating itself is the finished prod
uct and in most cases, the object, or mandrel, can be reused
many times. The removed plating retains the basic shape of the

Fig. 1. Basic electroplating cell.
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be formed on one mandrel, removed in a single piece, and
then separated into individual printheads later after the
piece is bonded to a mating array of thin-film substrates.
As mentioned above, the nozzles, the shock absorber
slots, the corner vents, and the break tabs are all defined
by photoresist images developed on the etched stainless
steel mandrels. The mandrels are currently electroplated,
six at a time, in a modified Watts' type (sulfate-chloride)
mixed aniÃ³n bath nickel-plating process. The most critical
parameter for the electrof orm is the nozzle exit (bore) diam
eter. This follows another oft observed development law:
"The difficulty of achieving a dimension in a component
is an exponential function of its importance to perfor
mance." The nozzle is formed by allowing the nickel to
plate up partially over the top of the photoresist pillar that
defines the nozzle so that the exit diameter is 10 to 20 /am
smaller than the pillar diameter. The trick is to get all of
the pillars in an electroforming batch (six mandrels) to
overplate the same precise amount at the same time and
to know when this moment occurs. This requires balancing
resist thickness, pillar diameter, plating thickness, and
overplate ratio.
Other significant parameters for the orifice plate are duc
tility, internal stress, and corrosion resistance. Internal
stress and ductility affect the manufacturing process more
than the performance factors since the parts are attached

to the thin-film substrate in strips. If the ductility is too
low the parts will fall apart before assembly, and if it is
too high, the strips will not separate with a simple bend
in the automated equipment. Internal stress affects the
length of the strip, which in turn affects resistor-to-nozzle
alignment across the assembly, and can affect the capillary
space if allowed to get out of the control band. Fortunately,
several parameters of the plating cell can be monitored and
adjusted to control overplate ratio, ductility, surface finish
on the solution side of the electroform, and internal stress.
The corrosion resistance of the orifice plate as dem
onstrated in the production printhead is dependent upon
two parameters: ink chemistry (see box on page 32) and the
building of a hydrated oxide layer on the nickel surface.
In the present process, it is the soft mandrel (resist) strip
ping steps that build this oxide layer. At room temperature
with production inks, it has been demonstrated that the
nickel corrosion is less than 1 /Â¿m per year â€” quite accept
able for a structure intended for use in a disposable printhead.
Process Control

As production passes the 100,000 printheads per month
level, the crucial step proves over and over again to be
process control. No matter if it is a simple design or a
sophisticated design, production implementation without
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Fig. 4. Orifice plate electroform
ing process, (a) Laminate dry
photoresist film onto mandrel, (b)
Expose and develop resist to de
fine areas where orifices and slots
are required in the orifice plate.
(c) Electroplate the mandrel with
nickel to a thickness where a small
amount of nickel overlaps the
edges of the photoresist pattern.
(d) Separate electroformed nickel
layer from mandrel, (e) Strip
photoresist. Orifice plate is ready
for bonding to thin-film resistor
substrates.

Fig. surface surface electron microscope photomicrographs of front surface (a) and back surface
(b) of orifice plate.

process control is a disaster waiting to happen. In fact, the
orifice plate process as described should not and will not
yield adequately if one only looks at the variation in the
raw materials plus the variation in the processes. However,
with the concept of precontrol operating in the process
cycle (see Fig. 6), production demonstrably operates in a
predictable and cost-effective manner. Inspection and
rapid closed-loop feedback are only part of the good prac
tices that account for predictability. Besides the automated
sampling and usage-defined "bleed-and-feed" solution
makeup, production monitors and reacts to exposure light

Nickel
Salvage

intensity, developer breakpoint, developer titer, weight per
orifice sheet, strip length, and bath analysis on a daily basis.

Ship to Assembly

Fig. 6. Process flow with controls for fabricating Think Jet
orifice plates.
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VIEWPOINTS

Managing the Development of a New
Technology
by Frank L. Cloutier
IN OUR MODERN, HIGH-TECHNOLOGY ERA, we have become
accustomed to announcements of "breakthrough" technologies.
So much so in fact, that the absence of such announcements on
a regular basis has signaled the maturity of a technology to virtually
the point of obsolescence. Hewlett-Packard has played a crucial
role in One initial development of several such technologies. One
of the is realities that HP learned in its pioneering efforts is
that the invention and/or initial development of one of these
"marvels of modern science" does not guarantee long-term
commercial success in that arena. In fact, it is not clear that being
first is even a major component in the long-term competitive
viability of a high-technology endeavor.
These lessons have not been easily or cheaply learned, and they
still are not universally understood or accepted. But, it was
certainly with these lessons prevalent in our minds that we first
viewed the opportunity that we had with what we have come to
call HP's Thinkjet printer technology.
The fundamental idea of using a thin-film resistor to heat
microscopic amounts of fluid to generate steam bubbles that would
propel the fluid through a small channel came from John Vaught
at HP Laboratories. It was almost immediately recognized as a
very the idea for advanced printing systems, because of the
inherent fine resolutions that could be achieved with thin-film
technologies. It seemed possible that several other performance
problems that conventional ink-jet printing systems suffered from,
like speed for a drop-on-demand system, total number of active
nozzles, etc., might be alleviated, if not ultimately solved with
this new approach.
The state of the technology had barely reached the point where
single crudely built nozzles were firing discrete dots on business
cards when a number of HP product divisions saw the potential
of the investigation by HP Labs. Encouraged by a number of rapid
early successes, we established considerable momentum toward
developing the technology as a commercial reality.
It was about at that point when the expensive lessons of the
past started to drive our entire development philosophy. We
realized that even if we were extremely successful in squeezing
adequate performance out of the new devices, we still would not
have a sustainable competitive edge over others who have
repeatedly demonstrated the ability to undercut the price of any
technology dramatically, independent of its complexity.
There were other problems as well. Ink-jet devices had been
poorly received until that time because of the messy nature of
refilling bags, tubes, priming pumps, etc. We were determined to
build the we called an invisible ink system â€” invisible not to the
eye, but to the hand, shirt, etc.
Another potential problem was recognized early and
subsequently verified. To make a device last long enough to be
used for the life of a product, a considerable number of other
performance parameters may have to be sacrificed. Indeed, many
a would-be new technology has never made it out of the
development lab because of reliability problems.
Finally, to achieve the economies of scale that we deemed neces
sary for appropriate manufacturing methodology and automation,

we would have to produce an enormous volume of devices. This
was a key element in our ability to compete with outside sources.
With con mindset fully established, our options narrowed con
siderably. Someone came up with the radical idea of actually
making the entire printhead unit self-contained and disposable.
It was one of those ideas that was at first laughed away, but re
mained and incubated in the backs of our minds. The incumbent
manufacturing cost dictated by the idea seemed at first to be ab
surd. After all, this was an entirely new concept that was not
necessarily destined for low-cost manufacturing. The turning point
was the realization that we really did not have a choice in terms
of the long-term competitive nature of the industry. This single
decision forced us into several others, all of which mandated that
we be extremely competitive â€” or else fail altogether.
With this new resolve (and our now tentative careers) in hand,
we embarked on building not only a revolutionary new printing
technology, but also an automated manufacturing center that
would be second to none in the industry.
The emerging beauty of the disposable concept was evident also
in its impact on the aforementioned problems. Now we had the
promise of what would look to the customer as a solid-state de
vice â€” as close to an invisible ink system as we could probably
get. Ink exchange was now done by replacing the entire print
engine. The product interface was now only electrical and not
fluidic. Head life, nozzle clogging, etc. did not pose the catas
trophic threat to reliability that they did with conventional ap
proaches. Head performance could be optimized without sacrific
ing extremely long product life. Manufacturing volumes would
be proportional to the total installed product base, rather than one
to one with the product. Significant advances in the technology
aud inks would not only enable enhancement of new products,
but possibly could even be extended to give early customers better
performance with new printheads.
HP was naturally eager to turn the new technology into a com
mercially viable product as soon as possible. Usually, given that
the normal gestation time for a new technology like this is roughly
five to ten years, products are not considered until the technolog
ical performance and manufacturing promise are well established.
Another harsh lesson that we have learned is that product develop
ment cycles have to be shortened to remain competitive in a mar
ketplace where the average half-life for a high-technology product
is eighteen months. Given HP's uncompromising commitment to
quality and performance, it was clear that an entirely new manage
ment and scheduling approach would have to be developed to
meet our timing desires.
Within a few months of our initial investigation of the technol
ogy, we staffed a product effort. The risks were enormous, since
at that time the simple viability of the technology had not been
rigorously demonstrated! Our ability to manage an effort like this
with was well-defined and unchangeable objective sets was
clearly incompatible with the dynamic nature of the simultaneous
invention and development of the technology that would be re
quired.
Two major techniques evolved that proved absolutely crucial
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to the success of the project. One was unrivaled communications
between the product and the technology groups. The other was
an extremely strong commitment to a true team approach, where
the whole was clearly equal to more than the sum of the parts.
The phrase "that's not my job" was sufficient grounds for termina
tion and the project. With new and unanticipated problems and
forced changes occurring on almost a daily basis, the entire group
had to be ready to respond to "resets" on a moment's notice. The
byword became flexibility. Decisions had to leave several alterna
tive paths. As resets happened, we had to respond as a single
force, with no internal "finger-pointing."
A delicate balance had to be struck between overpromising what
the technology would be able to do and being overconservative.
The latter approach would lead to a product that had a weak
feature set, and the former would lead to no product at all.
Fortunately for HP, all of this philosophy of running a technol
ogy development as a business evolved very early in the Thinkjet
development cycle. The manufacturing center was never built as
a prototype facility and then scaled up for production. Most
technologies go through several early phases before commitments
are made for the enormous cost of outfitting clean rooms and
ordering equipment and automated tooling. The risks were not
quite as ominous as all this would normally imply. Since we had
to make these decisions early, we also determined to be as oppor
tunistic as possible by using existing expertise and resources
within HP. In many cases, the fundamental design of potential
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alternative processes was driven by existing equipment or exper
tise at HP's 1C, liquid-crystal display, or thermal printhead
facilities in Corvallis, Oregon.
Previously, we referred to a time in the early phases when "...en
couraged by a number of rapid early successes, we established
considerable momentum...." Murphy's Law always seems to be
suspended at the beginning of a project, only to crop up with
greater vigor once commitments have been made. This has never
been the apparent than in this effort. Someone has said that the
"Thinkjet technology is deceptively simple." That is the single
biggest understatement since Noah said "It looks like rain."
In spite of these obstacles, the program was completed in one
third to one half the time traditionally required for new technology
and product development.
In summary, I have tried to give a glimpse into the birth pangs
of developing a new technology as well as into the evolution of
a new way of thinking about high technology as a long-term com
petitive business. HP is as committed to being a technology and
performance leader as we have ever been â€” probably more so. But
we have recognized that technology for the sake of technology
does not impress our nonengineering customer base. Those cus
tomers are interested only in how a new technology allows them
to do their tasks better and/or less expensively. That translates
into cost, advances to them faster, at considerably less cost, and
with the long-term commitment behind those technological ad
vances that ensures continuing support and increased performance.

11 â€” Inexpensive and Portable Printer Z=
Thomas R. Braun
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4 â€” Thinkjet Development :
Niels J. Nielsen
A specialist in thermal inkjet technologies, Niels
Nielsen joined HP in 1979.
He has worked in the areas
of ink and pen design,
printhead development,
paper evaluation, ink test
ing, and ink reservoir and
plastic part design. He is
the author of papers on
nondestructive inspection of surface topography
and his work has resulted in one patent and two
patent applications on concepts related to ink res
ervoir design. Niels was born in Hayward, Califor
nia and attended the University of California at
Davis from which he earned BSME and MSME
degrees in materials science (1 975 and 1 979). He
is an electric bass guitar enthusiast and worked as
a semiprofessional musician before coming to HP.
He lives in Corvallis, Oregon with his wife, who also
works at HP as a technical writer. They are expect
ing a child later this year. He has a miniature re
cording studio in his home and makes occasional
public performances. He says that hats are his
trademark and he is never without one.

A section manager at HP's
Vancouver Division, Tom
Braun first came to HP in
1 975. He has worked as an
R&D engineer and as a
project manager on the
HP-97 Programmable Calfculator, the HP 821 43A
1 Printer/Plotter, the HP
821 61 A Digital Cassette
Drive, and the Thinkjet Printer. Tom was born in
Covington, Kentucky and studied at the Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology, from which he
received a BSEE degree in 1972 and an MSEE
degree in 1975. He currently lives in Vancouver,
Washington with his wife, who is also an HP en
gineer. He enjoys golf, Softball, and dog training,
and is interested in investment strategies.

Cheryl V. Katen
Cheryl Katen was born in
Scranton, Pennsylvania
and received a BS degree
in plastics engineering
from the University of
Lowell in 1966 and an MS
degree in industrial en
gineering from Colorado
State University in 1976.
Since coming to HP in

1972, she has worked as a manufacturing en
gineer, as a manufacturing manager, and as a
quality manager. She was project manager for the
mechanical aspects of the Thinkjet Printer de
velopment. She is the author of a number of articles
for trade journals and conferences and is active in
professional organizations, including the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers. She also served for a
term on the Oregon Electrical Advisory Board.
Cheryl lives in Corvallis, Oregon with her husband
and enjoys fly tying, beachcombing, and scuba
diving. She recently rewarded herself with a diving
trip to the Great Barrier Reef, Australia.
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William R. Knight
Bill Knight was born in Burbank, California and served
as a sergeant in the U.S. Air
Force. He was educated at
the University of California
at San Diego, from which
he received BS and MS de
grees in physics in 1976
and 1978. After coming to
HP in 1979 he worked on
the design and testing of liquid crystal displays and
contributed to the development of thermal ink-jet
technology. His work has resulted in two patents
on heat engine concepts. Bill lives in Corvallis, Ore
gon, is married, and has one child.
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Ross R. Allen
|J* If ' lri | Before joining HP in 1981,
4Ã‰k. Â«H RossAllenwasanassistant
professor of engineering at
the University of California
at Los Angeles. At HP he
has specialized in theoreti
cal and experimental work
on thermal ink-jet printers.
A lifelong resident of
California, he was edu
cated at the University of California at Davis, from
which he received a BSME degree in 1969, an
MSME degree in 1 971 and a PhD degree in 1 975.
He has published 16 articles on dynamic system
analysis, modeling, and simulation. He is married
and lives in Ramona, California. He enjoys Euro
pean travel, speaking French and Japanese,
winemaking, and bungee-jumping.
John D. Meyer
P -rYrfri- Born in Timaru, New Zeaâ€¢â€¢fc"" * |an(j jonn Meyer received
a BS degree from the Uni
versity of Canterbury in
1964 and a PhD degree
from the University of
Southern California in 1979.
He joined HP Laboratories
the same year and has
since worked in the areas
of printing technologies, color reproduction, and
computer simulation. Now a project manager in
printing technologies, he has also investigated
thermal ink-jet physics and analyzed novel printing
technologies. He is named the inventor on two
patent applications on ink-jet technologies. John
lives in Mountain View, California with his wife. His
outside interests include gardening, music, military
history, and philosophy.

27 ~ Thin-Film Structure!
Eldurkar V. Bhaskar
Born in Madras, India, El
durkar Bhaskar was
awarded a bachelor's de
gree in electrical engineer
ing from Mysore University
in 1963. He also received
a master's degree in highvoltage engineering from
the Indian Institute of Sci
ence in 1 965 and an MSEE

degree from Oregon State University in 1 970. Be
fore coming to HP in 1 981 , he worked in India on
the development of semiconductor processes and
on solar cell systems. In addition, he was an MOS
designer for a U.S. semiconductor company. At
HP, he has been responsible for thin-film develop
ment and for reliability testing. Bhaskar is married
has two children, and lives in Corvallis, Oregon. His
hobbies include woodworking and tennis.

J. Stephen Aden
Steve Aden was born in
Oregon City, Oregon, and
completed a BS degree in
chemical engineering in
1981 at Oregon State Uni
versity. He joined HP the
same year and has
specialized in thin-film pro
cess engineering, working
on thermal printhead prod
ucts as well as on the ThinkJet Printer. Steve cur
rently lives in Corvallis, Oregon and is active in the
Beyond War educational effort. He is a windsurfer,
a pilot of hang gliders and other airplanes, and is
"fascinated with wings of any kind."
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Paul H. McClelland
Paul McClelland was born
in Des Moines, Iowa but
has lived in Oregon most of
his life. He received a BS
degree in chemistry from
Portland State College in
1 965 and an MS degree in
chemistry from the Univer
sity of Arizona in 1970. At
HP since 1977, he super
vised the Corvallis chemical mixing laboratory and
the SEM laboratory and provided engineering sup
port for chemical purchasing and disposal before
joining the R&D team that was working on ink-jet
technologies. He has published or presented pa
pers on the analysis of heavy metals in water and
the electrochemical properties of fluoride-doped
tin oxides. He is also named as one of the coinventors on several patents on ink-jet technology. Paul,
his wife and two children live in Pedee, Oregon
where they operate a small cattle and sheep ranch.
They enjoy travel and camping.

Hewlett-Packard Company, 3000 Hanover
Street, Palo Alto, California 94304

William R. Boucher
. Bill Boucher received a BS
degree in chemistry from
San Jose State University in
1 1976 and worked for a
manufacturer of magnetic
r discs before coming to HP
in 1 979. He has been a pro| cess engineer in printed
circuit fabrication and an
I R&D engineer and produc
tion process engineer for the ThinkJet Printer. Bill
was born in Tucson, Arizona and now lives in Cor
vallis, Oregon. He is a computer hobbyist and en
joys playing acoustic guitar.
Gary L. Siewell
Gary Siewell is a native of
Coquille, Oregon and
earned a BS degree in
applied science in 1969
from Portland State Univer
sity. After completing his
education he first worked
for a Northwest electronics
firm and joined HP in 1 972.
His responsibilities at HP
have included work on cathode ray tube manufac
turing, thermal printhead manufacturing, and
ThinkJet Printer design. Gary lives in Albany, Ore
gon with his wife and ten children. Outside of work
he enjoys photography, archery, and white water
rafting.
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Frank L. Cloutier
Frank Cloutier was born in
Los Angeles, California, re
ceived a BS degree in
physics from Northeast
Louisiana University in
1973, and camelo HP the
same year. He has manjed work efforts for a
number of areas, including
a printhead, thin-film print
ing devices and magnetic read/write heads, and
1C packaging. He is now R&D manager for thermal
ink-jet technologies and devices for HP's InkJet
Components Operation. Frank lives in Corvallis,
Oregon, is married, and has two sons. He is an edu
cation director and a deacon in his church and en
joys computers, woodworking, and playing with his
boys.
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